

























The& functional& integrity& of& the& thalamic& reticular& nucleus& (TRN)& is& thought& to& be& key& in& the&
control&of& selective&attention& (Crick,&1984;&Pinault,&2004).&This&GABAergic& structure& (Houser&et&
al.,&1980)&is&responsible&for&ensuring&synchronous&activity&within&the&appropriate&thalamocortical&
circuits&required&for&either&sensory&perception&or& for&the&preparation&and&execution&of&distinct&
motor& and/or& cognitive& tasks.& It& is& therefore& imperative& to& ascertain& the& exact& nature& of& how&
inhibitory&innervation&from&the&TRN&to&thalamic&nuclei&is&controlled&in&order&to&understand&how&
neurophysiological& disease& states& associated&with& TRN&malfunction& (Huguenard,& 1999;& Rub& et&
al.,&2003;&Barbas&and&Zikopoulos,&2007;&Pinault,&2011)&precipitate.&&
It& has& been& previously& demonstrated& that& the& Group& II& metabotropic& glutamate& receptors&
(mGlu2/3)&can&modulate&physiologically]evoked&responses&in&the&VB&(Salt&and&Turner,&1998)&by&
reducing&inhibition&from&the&TRN&(Turner&and&Salt,&2003).&However,&it&is&not&yet&known&what&the&
relative& contributions& are& of& the& two& subtypes& to& this& modulation,& nor& to& what& extent& these&
receptors& may& be& activated& under& physiological& conditions& during& this& process.& Using& single]
neurone& recording& in& the& rat& ventrobasal& thalamus& (VB)& in# vivo& with& local& iontophoretic&
application&of&selective&Group&II&mGlu&receptor&compounds,&my&findings&were&threefold.&Firstly,&I&
found& that& both&mGlu2& and&mGlu3& receptors& contribute& a& component& to& the& overall&Group& II&
mGlu&receptor&effect&on&sensory&responses&in&the&VB.&Secondly,&I&was&able&to&demonstrate&that&
both&Group&II&mGlu&receptor&subtypes&are& likely&activated&by&endogenous&‘glutamate&spillover’&
from& the& synapses& formed& between& excitatory& sensory& afferents& and& VB& neurones& following&
physiological& sensory& stimulation,& and& that& this& can& lead& to& a& reduction& in& sensory]evoked&
inhibition&arising&from&the&TRN.&I&propose&that&this&potential&Group&II&mGlu&receptor&modulation&
of& inhibition&could&play&an& important& role& in&discerning& relevant& information& from&background&
activity&upon&physiological&sensory&stimulation:&a&novel&mechanism&that&could&be&of&importance&
in&attention&and&cognitive&processes,&whose&malfunction&could&result&in&maladaption&of&sensory&
perception,& such&as& that&which& can&occur& in&psychiatric&disease.& Thirdly,& I&was&able& to&provide&
evidence& that&mGlu2& receptors& are& likely& located&on& astrocytic& processes& surrounding& the&VB]
TRN&synapse,&and&are&able&to&mediate&an&astrocytic&mechanism&of&action&that&reduces&inhibitory&
synaptic& transmission& from&the&TRN&to& the&VB.&To&the&best&of&my&knowledge&this&provides& the&
first&evidence& that&mGlu2&receptors&are&able& to&activate&astrocytes,&and&of& the& involvement&of&
astrocytes& in& the& modulation& of& heterosynaptic& transmission.& As& VB& astrocytes& are& able& to&




Finally,& I& also& investigated& the& action& of& the& putative& endogenous& selective& Group& II& mGlu&
receptor& agonist& Xanthurenic& Acid& (XA),& which& is& a& metabolite& of& the& kynurenine& pathway.&
Changes&in&both&of&these&systems&have&been&implicated&in&the&pathophysiology&of&schizophrenia&
and&other&psychiatric&disorders,&however& little& is&known&regarding& the&mechanism&of&action&of&
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3]HK& & & 3]hydroxykynurenine&
5]HT& & & 5]hydroxytryptamine&
5]HT2A&receptor& 5]hydroxytryptamine&sub]type&2A&receptor&
7]TM&domain& & Seven&transmembrane&domain&
AMPA& & & α]amino]3]hydroxyl]5]methyl]4]isoxazole]propionate&
bpm& & & Beats&per&minute&
BINA& & & Biphenylindanone]A&
cAMP& & & Adenylyl&cyclase&
CI& & & Confidence&interval&
CNS& & & Central&nervous&system&
CRD& & & Cysteine]rich&domain&
CPM& & & Counts&per&minute&
DG& & & Dentate&gyrus&
DMSO& & & Dimethyl&sulfoxide&
ECG& & & Electrocardiogram&
EEG& & & Electroencephalogram&
EPSC& & & Excitatory&postsynaptic&current&
fEPSPs& & & Field&excitatory&postsynaptic&potentials&
FLIPR& & & Fluorometric&imaging&plate&reader&
FSK& & & Forskolin&
GABA& & & Gamma]amino&butyric&acid&
GDP&& & & Guanosine&5’]diphosphate&
GPCR& & & G]protein&coupled&receptor&
GTP& & & Guanosine&5’]triphosphate&
v&
!
i.p.&& & & Intraperiotoneal&
i.v.& & & Intravenous&
IPSP& & & Inhibitory&postsynaptic&potential&










mRNA& & & Messenger&ribonucleic&acid&
ms& & & Milliseconds&
MVE& & & Multiple&vibrissa&excitation&
NAAG& & & N]acetylaspartateglutamate&
NaCl& & & Sodium&chloride&
NAMs& & & Negative&allosteric&modulators&
NMDA&& & N]methyl]D]aspartate&
PA& & & Pennsylvania&
PAMs& & & Positive&allosteric&modulators&
PI&hydrolysis& & Phosphatidylinositol&hydrolysis&
POm& & & Posteromedial&nucleus&
PrV& & & Principal&sensory&trigeminal&nucleus&
vi&
!
PSTHs& & & Post]stimulus&time&histograms&
RLUs& & & Relative&light&units&
sec& & & Seconds&
SpVi& & & Spinal&interpolaris&trigeminal&nucleus&
S1&cortex& & Primary&somatosensory&cortex&
S2&cortex& & Secondary&somatosensory&cortex&
s.c.& & & Subcutaneous&
SVE& & & Single&vibrissa&excitation&
TRN& & & Thalamic&reticular&nucleus&
VB& & & Ventrobasal&thalamus&
VFD&& & & Venus&flytrap&domain&
VGLUTs& & Vesicular&glutamate&transporters&
UK& & & United&Kingdom&
USA& & & United&States&of&America&






























































































































































































with"almost," if"not"all," functional"modalities" (Sherman"and"Guillery,"2001)."Thalamic"nuclei"
can" be" classed" as" either" first&order" or"higher&order" nuclei" based" upon" the" source" of" their"
driver" inputs"of"information."FirstEorder"nuclei"transmit"driver"inputs"from"the"periphery"to"
the" cortex" (e.g." auditory," visual," somatosensory)," with" higherEorder" nuclei" serving" to"
transmit" information" between" cortical" areas," receiving" driver" inputs" from" cortical" layer" V"
(Guillery,"1995;"Sherman,"2007)"(FIGURE(1.1)."FirstEorder"nuclei"therefore"provide"us"with"the"
opportunity"to"investigate"thalamic"function"under"physiological"conditions,"as"it"is"possible"
to" physiologically" activate" driver" inputs" upon" sensory" stimulation" (Salt," 1989;"Weinberger"
and"Bakin"1998;"Wang"et"al.,"2011)."By"understanding"basic"principles"of"thalamic"function"in"
a" firstEorder"nucleus," it" is" then"possible" to"extend" this"basic"knowledge" to"understand" the"





stimulation" from" the" periphery" to" the" cortex" involves" the" generation" of" pointEtoEpoint"
2"!
connectivity"maps"that"tell"the"brain"not"only"what"kind"of"somatosensory"information"it"is"
receiving," but" also" from" where" this" information" is" being" sensed." At" all" levels" of" the"
pathways," the" spatial" distribution" of" neurones" and" their" afferent" fibres" results" in" a"




one" of" the" most" valuable" models" for" neuroscience" research" due" to" the" homologous"
arrangement" of" each" of" its" major" component" parts." Vibrissal" somatosensory" inputs" are"
relayed" from" the" periphery" to" the" brainstem," thalamus" and" neocortex," where"
morphologically"and"functionally"distinct"somatotopic"maps"termed"barrellettes"(brainstem),"
barreloids" (thalamus)" and" barrels0 (cortex)" can" be" detected" that" replicate" the" patterned"
organisation"of"the"vibrissa"on"the"snout"(Erzurumlu"and"Jhaveri,"1992;"Waite"et"al.,"2000;"
Deschênes" et" al.," 2005;" Diamond" et" al.," 2008)" (FIGURE( 1.2)." The" highly" segregated"







follicle" and" innervated" by" peripheral" branches" of" the" infraorbital" nerve" of" the" trigeminal"
3"!
ganglion,"whose" nerve" endings" convert"mechanical" energy" into" action" potentials" via" lowE
threshold" mechanoreceptors" (Dorfl," 1985)." These" afferents" carry" vibrissaEspecific"
information"past" the" cell" bodies" of" the" trigeminal" ganglion" to" form" somatotopic" focalized"
terminal" arbors," termed" barrelettes," in" the" principal" sensory" (PrV)" and" spinal" interpolaris"
(SpVi)" trigeminal"nuclei" in" the"brainstem"(Torvik,"1956;"Clarke"and"Bowsher,"1962;"Belford"
and"Killackey,"1979a;"b;"Ma"and"Woolsey,"1984;"Waite"and"Tracey,"1985;"Ma,"1991;"1993)"
(FIGURE(1.2)."From"the"trigeminal"ganglion,"secondEorder"PrV"and"SpVi"neurons"project"to"the"
downstream" thalamic" and" cortical" somatosensory" centres" via" two"main"parallel" pathways"
(FIGURE(1.2):""
"
1." A" LEMNISCAL" PATHWAY," which" arises" from" PrV" neurons," transits" through" the"




2." A" PARALEMNISCAL" PATHWAY," which" arises" from" the" SpVi," transits" through" the"
posteromedial"nucleus"(POm)"(Pierret"et"al.,"2000;"Veinante"et"al.,"2000a;"Furuta"et"
al.,"2006)"and"projects"to"the"dysgranular"zone"of"the"S1"cortex"(Koralek"et"al.,"1988;"
Lu" and" Lin," 1993;" Bureau" et" al.," 2006)," the" secondary" somatosensory" (S2)" cortex"
(Carvell" and" Simons," 1987;" Alloway" et" al.," 2000;" Pierret" et" al.," 2000)," the" primary"




the" SpVi," projects" in" parallel" to" the" lemniscal" and" paralemniscal" pathways" to" the"
ventrolateral"domain"of"the"VB"(Pierret"et"al.,"2000;"Furuta"et"al.,"2006)"and"terminates" in"
the"septa"between"the"S1"and"S2"cortical"areas" (Pierret"et"al.,"2000)." In"addition,"a" fourth"




PrV"neurones" that"give" rise" to" the" lemniscal"pathway"possess"dendrites" spatially" confined"
within" the" limits" of" their" respective" barrelettes," and" thus" their" receptive" fields" are"
dominated" by" a" single" vibrissa" (Ma" and" Woolsey," 1984;" Henderson" and" Jacquin," 1995;"
Veinante" and" Deschênes," 1999)." In" contrast," SpVi" neurons" possess" dendritic" trees" that"
extend"across"several"barrelettes,"and"thus"respond"vigourously"to"the"deflection"of"several"
vibrissae"(Jacquin"et"al.,"1989;"Veinante"et"al.,"2000a)."Consequentially,"PrV"targets"in"the"VB"
and" S1" cortex" faithfully" maintain" the" patterned" organisation" of" terminal" arbors" in" two"
further"somatotopic"maps,"termed"barreloids"in"the"VB"(Barbaresi"et"al.,"1986;"Harris,"1986;"
Ohara"and"Havton,"1994;"Veinante"et"al.," 2000a;"Varga"et"al.," 2002)"and"barrels" in" the"S1"
cortex"(Woolsey"and"Van"der"Loos,"1970;"Welker,"1971;"1976;"Killackey,"1973;"Simons,"1978;"
Killackey"and"Belford,"1979),"whereas"this"high"degree"of"somatotopy"is"not"maintained"to"







shall" not" be" further" discussed," but" for" a" comprehensive" review" of" POm" structure" and"
function,"see"Deschênes"et"al.,"(2005)."
"
It" is" important" to" note" however" that" information" processing" in" the" PrV" and" SpVi" are" not"
completely" isolated" from" each" other," in" that" the" PrV" receives" projections" from" the" SpVi"
(Jacquin"et"al.,"1990)."As"the"SpVi"relays"multivibrissa"responses"to"the"PrV"via"internuclear"
axons,"this"renders"PrV"neurones,"and"the"downstream"targets"of"their"afferent"projections,"
responsive" to" adjacent" vibrissa" (Minnery" and" Simons," 2003;" Timofeeva" et" al.," 2004)."
However," even" though" neurones" in" each" of" the" somatotopic" maps" (PrV" barellettes," VB"
barreloids,"S1"barrels)"possess"receptive"fields"that"extend"to"several"vibrissae," it" is"usually"
clear" –" both" in" anaesthetized" and" in" awake" animals" –" that" a" single," topographically"
appropriate" vibrissa" exercises" the" strongest" influence" on" a" neurone’s" firing" (Ma" and"
Woolsey," 1984;" Bourassa" et" al.," 1995;" Henderson" and" Jacquin," 1995;" Veinante" and"
Deschênes,"1999;"DesîletsERoy"et"al.,"2002;"Petersen,"2007;"Alloway,"2008)."In"this"way,"the"
somatotopic"maps"of" the" vibrissal" system"are"able" to" tell" the"brain"not"only"what" kind"of"







































FIGURE' 1.1! Basic' circuitry' formed' between' ﬁrst<order' and' higher<order' thalamic' nuclei,' cortex' and'
TRN.' First'order! nuclei! receive! driver! inputs! from! peripheral! sources! (A),! with! higher'order! nuclei!
receiving!driver!inputs!from!cor:cal!layer!V!(B).!All!thalamic!nuclei!project!thalamocor:cal!(TC)!aﬀerents!
to!layer!IV!of!the!cortex,!and!also!receive!reciprocal!modulatory!cor:cothalamic!(CT)!inputs!from!layer!
VI,!which!modulate! how!driver! inputs! are! transmiEed! (Sherman! and!Guillery,! 2001).! Both! TC! and!CT!




FIGURE' 1.2! SchemaGc' organisaGon' of' the' rodent' vibrissal' system.'The! paEerned! organisa:on! of! the!
vibrissa!on!the!rodent!snout! (rows!A'E,!arcs!1'7)! is! faithfully!maintained!centrally!by!arrays!of!cellular!





































The" rodent" VB" is" a" somatosensory" thalamic" nucleus" complex" comprising" the"
ventroposteromedial" nucleus," the" ventroposterolateral" nucleus" and" the"
ventroposteroinferior" nucleus" (Sherman" and" Guillery," 2001)." It" is" classed" as" a" firstEorder"
thalamic" nucleus" as" it" receives" driver" inputs" exclusively" from" the" PrV" via" the" lemniscal"
pathway"(Woolsey"and"Van"der"Loos,"1970;"Killackey,"1973;"Pierret"et"al.,"2000;"Veinante"et"
al.,"2000a)."Common"to"all" thalamic"nuclei," thalamocortical"afferents"project"to" layer" IV"of"
the" cortex," and" also" receive" reciprocal"modulatory" corticothalamic" inputs" from" layer" VI,"
which"modulate" how" driver" inputs" are" transmitted" (Guillery," 1995;" Sherman," 2007)." Both"
thalamocortical" and" corticothalamic" afferents" also" innervate" the" associated" thalamic"
reticular"nucleus"(TRN),"which"serves"to"provide"both"feedback"and"feedforward" inhibition"
to" thalamic" nuclei" upon" thalamocortical" and" corticothalamic" innervation," respectively"
(Jones,"1985;"Salt,"1989;"Shosaku"et"al.,"1989;"Pinault"and"Deschênes,"1998a;"b;"Crabtree,"
1999)" (FIGURE( 2.1)." In" the" rodent" VB," this" circuitry" specifically" comprises" of" reciprocal"
thalamocortical"and"corticothalamic"afferents,"which"project"from/to"the"VB,"to/from"layer"
IV/VI"of"the"S1"cortex"and"to"the"internal"tier"of"the"somatosensory"sector"of"the"TRN"(Harris"
and" Hendrickson," 1987;" Pinault," 1994;" Pinault" and" Deschênes," 1998a)." The" rodent" VB"
possesses" this"basic" thalamoEcorticoEthalamic"circuitry"without"any"additional"components"
(e.g." inhibitory" interneurones,"additional"afferent"projections)" (Ralston,"1983;" Jones,"1985;"
10"!
Barbaresi"et"al.,"1986;"Harris"and"Hendrickson,"1987;"Ohara"and"Lieberman,"1993;"Sherman"





from" both" the" periphery" via" the" paralemniscal" pathway" and" from" layer" V" of" the" S1," S2,"






single" somatotopicallyErelated" vibrissa" (Bourassa" et" al.," 1995;" Veinante" and" Deschênes,"
1999;"DesîletsERoy"et"al.,"2002),"and"more"weakly"to"that"of"one"to"four"adjacent"vibrissae"





















the" mediation" of" sensory" discriminative" processes" by" the" TRN," via" the" induction" of"








The" rodent" TRN" has" been" demonstrated" to" comprise" at" least" seven" major" sectors," five"
sensory"(somatosensory,"auditory,"visual,"visceral"and"gustatory)" (Price"and"Slotnick,"1983;"






it" has" yet" to"be"determined"whether" there" is" an"olfactory"TRN" sector." Each" sector"has" its"
own"anatomical"organisation,"which"is"determined"by"the"efferent"and"afferent"connections"
each" sector" has" with" its" corresponding" firstEorder" or" higherEorder" nucleus" and" related"
cortical" areas" (Pinault," 1994;" Cox" et" al.," 1995;" Pinault" and" Deschênes," 1998a)." In" the"
somatosensory" sector" of" the" rodent" TRN" there" are" three" reticular" tiers" (internal,"
intermediate" and" external)," with" those" projecting" to" firstEorder" nuclei," such" as" the" VB,"
displaying"a"wellEdefined"topography"(Guillery"and"Harting,"2003),"which"is"not"observed"in"








the" TRN" surrounds" the" entire" anteroposterior" extent" of" the" dorsal" thalamus;" therefore"
dictating" that" all" thalamocortical" and" corticothalamic" projections" must" pass" through" its"
mesh" of" inhibitory" interneurons" (Jones," 1985)." As" indicated" in" Chapter" 1," branching"
collaterals" from" excitatory" thalamocortical" and" corticothalamic" axons" innervate" the" TRN,"
and"the"TRN"sends"a"reciprocal"inhibitory"projection"back"to"the"thalamic"area"from"which"it"




by"which" interneuronal" communication"within" the" rodent" TRN" is"mediated" (Scheibel" and"
Scheibel," 1966;" Ahlsen" and" Lindstrom," 1982;" Ohara" and" Lieberman," 1985;" Pinault" et" al.,"
1997;"SanchezEVives"et"al.,"1997;"Liu"and"Jones,"1999;"Landisman"et"al.,"2002;"Pinault,"2004;"
Zhang" and" Jones," 2004)." Ahlsen" and" Lindstrom" (1982)" were" the" first" to" record" mutual"
inhibitory" syntaptic" interactions" between" TRN" neurones" in" anaesthetised" cats," and" it"was"
later"shown"in"ferrets"that"local"application"of"glutamate" in0vitro" in"the"visual"sector"of"the"
TRN" was" able" to" induce" GABAAEdependent" inhibitory" postsynaptic" potentials" (IPSPs)" in"
neurones" closely" located" to" the" site" of" the" application" (SanchezEVives" et" al.," 1997)." In"
addition,"disynpatic"or"polysynaptic"GABAAEmediated"inhibitions"have"also"been"recorded"in"
mouse"TRN"in0vitro"slice"preparations"following"focal"electrical"stimulation"of"layer"VI"in"the"








neuronal"couplings" in" the"TRN,"whereby"the"morphological" substratum"was" thought" to"be"
gap" junctions." However," despite" such" electrical" synapses" having" not" yet" been" observed"
during"ultrastructural"analyses"of"the"TRN"in"various"species"(Deschênes"et"al.,"1985;"Yen"et"
al.," 1985;" Ohara" and" Lieberman," 1985;" Ohara," 1988;" Pinault" et" al.," 1997;" Liu" and" Jones,"
2003)," it" is" important" to" highlight" that" such" close" membrane" junctional" complexes" are"
difficult" to" see" in" the" brain," even" in" the" cerebral" cortex" (Tamas" et" al.," 2000)." Therefore,"
neither"the"anatomical"substrate"of"potential"synaptic"neuroneEneurone"communications"in"
the"TRN"has"been"established"(see"Figure"2.1C"for"purported"intraETRN"connections),"nor"has"













thalamus" perpendicular" to" the" thalamusETRN" interface" (Minderhoud," 1971;" Pinault," 1994;"
1996)"and"terminate"in"arbours"complementary"to"the"somatodendritic"architecture"of"the"
corresponding" postsynaptic" VB" neurone" (Pinault" and" Deschênes," 1998a)." Although" the"





TRN" axons" innervate" almost" all" thalamic" nuclei" according" to" a" loose" parallel" pattern"
(Scheibel"and"Scheibel,"1966;"Jones,"1975;"Hale"et"al.,"1982;"Steriade"et"al.,"1984;"Velayos"et"
al.," 1989;"GonzaloERuiz"and"Lieberman,"1995a;"KultasEIlinsky"et"al.," 1995;"Tai"et"al.," 1995)."
Specifically,"adjacent"TRN"neurones"whose"somatodendritic"domains"do"not"overlap"project"
to" adjacent" but" distinct" areas" in" the" corresponding" thalamic" nucleus;"whereas" those"with"
overlapping" somatodendritic" domains" also" have" overlapping" terminal" arbours." However,"
divergent" TRN" projections" have" also" been" demonstrated" to" exist" (Scheibel" and" Scheibel,"
1966;" Steriade"et" al.," 1984;" Kolmac" and"Mitrofanis," 1997;" Pinault" and"Deschênes," 1998b)."
For"example,"a"minority"of"TRN"neurones"in"the"rodent"somatosensory"sector"(<5%)"possess"
axons"that"bifurcate,"innervating"both"the"firstEorder"VB"and"the"functionally"related"higherE
order" POm" (Pinault" and" Deschênes," 1998a)." From" a" functional" viewpoint," the" TRN" may"
therefore" be" acting" as" a"hub" (Llinas" and"Pare," 1997),"modulating" ongoing" thalamocortical"












Using" a" doubleElabelling" protocol," it" was" revealed" that" TRN" neurones" exclusively" project"
within" the" limits" of" the" VB" barreloid" representing" the" principal" vibrissa" of" their" receptive"
field" (DesîletsERoy"et"al.,"2002)."Therefore,"when"considering"the"anatomy"of"VB"neurones"
described" above" E" that" is" that" the" dendritic" field" of" VB" neurones" can" extend" beyond" the"
perimeter" of" their" home" barreloid" into" neighbouring" barreloids" (Barbaresi" et" al.," 1986;"
Harris,"1986;"Ohara"and"Havton,"1994;"Land"et"al.,"1995;"Haidarliu"and"Ahissar,"2001;"Varga"
et"al.,"2002)"–"a"single"TRN"neurone"should"be"able"to"exert"both"recurrent"inhibition"on"VB"
neurones" located" within" the" barreloid" from" which" it" receives" its" innervation," whilst" also"




Indeed,"both" in0vitro" (Pinault"and"Deschênes,"1998a;"Gentet"and"Ulrich,"2003)"and" in0vivo"
(Shosaku," 1986;" Shosaku" et" al.," 1989)" studies" have" revealed" VBETRN" neuronal" pairs" with"
closed"disynaptic" loops."Using"a"doubleElabelling"protocol,"Pinault"and"Deschênes" (1998b),"
were" able" to" provide" evidence" that" VBETRN" cells" do" form" closed" disynaptic" loops," and"
Shosaku"(1986)"was"able"to"demonstrate"that"VB"and"TRN"neurones"with"receptive"fields"on"






mediate" lateral" inhibition." A" recent" study" combining" in0 vitro" and" in0 vivo" techniques" also"
provided"a"comprehensive"demonstration"of"lateral"inhibition:"using"a"preparation"whereby"




Lateral" inhibition" is" asymmetrically" distributed" with" respect" to" adjacent" vibrissae" due" to"
anatomical" restrictions:" barreloids" are" centreEtoEcentre" spaced"~100µm"apart"within" rows"
and" ~200µm" between" rows" (Land" et" al.," 1995;" Haidarliu" and" Ahissar," 2001)," and" as" the"
dendritic"fields"of"VB"neurones"do"not"exceed"250µm"(Ohara"and"Havton,"1994;"Varga"et"al.,"
2002)," these" factors"physically" limit" the"spread"of"dendrites" into"a"barreloid"of"a"different"
18"!
row." In" accordance" with" this" constraint," most" VB" neurones" fail" to" demonstrate" lateral"
inhibition" following" stimulation" of" vibrissae" in" an" adjacent" row" (Deschênes" et" al.," 2005)."
Despite" this" large" amount" anatomical" and" physiological" data," neither" the" functional"





It" is" important" to" note" that" TRN" afferent" inhibition" likely" plays" a" more" complex" role" in"
thalamic"nuclei"that"possess"GABAergic" interneurones"(Sherman"and"Guillery,"2001;"Jones,"
2007),"even"though"these" interneurones"are"themselves"not"direct"targets"of"TRN"afferent"




nuclei" of" higherEorder" species" such" as" the" cat" and" nonEhuman" primate" (Sherman" and"
Guillery" 2001;" Jones," 2008)." This" further" highlights" the" importance" of" first" understanding"
thalamic"operations" in"a" simplified"circuit"model," such"as" that"provided"by" the"VB,"before"
beginning" to" consider" the" functions" of" additional" circuitry." Indeed," whilst" the" rodent"







(for" review" see" Sherman" and" Guillery" [2001]" and" Jones" [2007])." Its" size" in" terms" of" the"
number"of"constituent"neurones"far"exceeds"that"of"the"thalamocortical"pathway"by"around"
40"to"1"(Sherman"and"Koch,"1986),"and"it"appears"that"most"if"not"all"corticothalamic"axons"
branch" to" innervate" TRN" neurones" en" route" to" their" innervation" of" thalamocortical"







well" as" the" physiological" behaviour" of" the" local" circuitry" due" to" its" highly" segregated"
organisation" (Hoogland"et" al.," 1987;"Chiaia" et" al.," 1991;"Diamond"et" al.," 1992;" Lu" and" Lin,"
1993;" Golshani" et" al.," 2001;" Landisman" and" Connors," 2007;" Cruikshank" et" al.," 2010)."
However," despite" these" extensive" anatomical" findings," the" functional" significance" of"
corticothalamic" connections" is" poorly" understood." Speculations" about" the" function" of"
corticothalamic"connections"include"sharpening"and/or"amplifying"receptive"field"responses,"





FIGURE(2.1( Circuitry" underlying" the" generation" of" feedback" and"
feedforward"inhibition"in"thalamic"circuitry."
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FIGURE(2.2( The" relationship" between" barreloid" structure" and" VB"
neurone"dendroarchitecture."
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FIGURE' 2.1! Circuitry' underlying' the' genera9on' of' feedback' and' feedforward' inhibi9on' in' thalamic'
circuitry.'A.'Thalamocor*cal!aﬀerents!send!an!axon!collateral!to!the!TRN!upon!traversing!this!structure!
during! its! ascent! to! the! cortex,! with! the! TRN! sending! a! reciprocal! inhibitory! projec*on! back! to! the!
thalamocor*cal! neurone! from! which! it! receives! its! innerva*on.! Therefore,! upon! ac*va*on! of! the!
thalamocor*cal! aﬀerent,! the! TRN! provides! feedback! inhibi*on.! B.! Layer! VI! cor*cothalamic! aﬀerents!
projec*ng! to! thalamic!nuclei! also! send!axon! collaterals! to! the!TRN.! Therefore,!upon!ac*va*on!of! the!
cor*cothalamic!aﬀerent,! the! thalamocor*cal!neurone! receives!a!direct!monosynap*c!excitatory! input!
and!an!indirect!disynap*c!feedforward!inhibitory!input!from!the!TRN.!C.!Widespread!inhibi*ons!in!the!
TRN,!generated!by!intraneuronal!TRN!communca*on,!is!thought!to!limit!the!number!and!synchrony!of!
TRN! neuronal! bursts.! However,! the! anatomical! substrate! of! intraneuronal! communica*on!within! the!
rodent!TRN!has!not!been!deﬁni*vely!established,!with!three!poten*al!mechanisms!that!may!facilitate!
mutual! inhibitory! interac*ons! between! TRN! neurones! iden*ﬁed:! 1.! Dendrodentri*c! synapses;!








s*mula*on! were! reconstructed! following! juxtacellular! staining! with! Neurobio*n.! VB! neurones! were!
placed! in! a! reference!barreloid! (barreloid! C2,! outlined),! in! accordance!with! their! actual! loca*on! and!
orienta*on! in! their! respec*ve! barreloid! (A).! Note! that! thin! distal! dendrites! do! cross! barreloid!



























system" (Watkins" and" Evans," 1981;" Fonnum," 1984)" and" likely" mediates" the" majority" of"
excitatory" synaptic" transmission" between" the" excitatory" pathways" to" and" from" the"
thalamus." Glutamate" is" known" to" act" at" two" major" receptor" categories" that" have" been"
extensively" characterised:" the" ionotropic" glutamate" receptors" and" the" metabotropic"
glutamate" receptors" (mGlu)" (Nakanishi," 1992;"Hollmann" and"Heinemann," 1994;" Conn" and"
Pin," 1997)." There" are" three" major" types" of" ionotropic" glutamate" receptors:" NEMethylEDE
aspartic" acid" (NMDA)" receptors," αEaminoE3EhydroxylE5EmethylE4EisoxazoleEpropionate"
(AMPA)"receptors"and"kainate"receptors."Each"of"these"receptor"types"is"directly"coupled"to"
ion" channels" and" facilitates" fast" synaptic" transmission" upon" activation," whilst" the" mGlu"





The" Group" II"mGlu" receptors" (mGlu2/3)" (see" section" 2.2" for"mGlu" receptor" classification)"
represent" a" subclass" of" the" mGlu" receptor" family," and" the" heterogeneous" expression" of"
these"receptors"throughout"the"central"nervous"system"(CNS)"suggests"that"they"participate"
25"!
in" a" wide" variety" of" neuronal" mechanisms," and" therefore" represent" ideal" targets" for"




All"mGlu" receptors" are"members" of" the" GEproteinEcoupled" receptor" (GPCR)" family," which"
transduce"intracellular"signals"upon"activation"by"bound"agonist"(Pin"et"al.,"1994;"Gomeza"et"
al.,"1996)."Binding"of"agonist"induces"a"conformational"change"in"mGlu"receptors,"resulting"
in" the" activation" of" GEprotein," which" comprise" a" heteromeric" complex" of" α," β," and" γ"
subunits."When"inactive,"GEproteins"are"bound"to"guanosine"5’Ediphosphate"(GDP)"and"upon"
activation," GEproteins" promote" the" exchange" of" guanosine5’Etriphosphate" (GTP)" for" GDP"
within" the"α" subunit." Activated"GEprotein" subunits" then"modulate" the" function"of" various"
effector" molecules" such" as" enzymes," ion" channels" and" transcription" factors" via" an"
intracellular" signalling" cascade." Inactivation" of" GEproteins" occurs" when" bound" GTP" is"
hydrolysed"to"GDP,"resulting"in"reassembly"of"the"heterodimer"(Conn"and"Pin,"1997)."
"
The" GPCR" family" comprises" several" subgroups," with" the" majority" of" classical"
neurotransmitter"GPCRs"belonging"to"family"A."These"receptors"are"often"termed"rhodopsinE
like" GPCRs" and" are" structurally" similar" in" that" they" consist" of" an" extracellular" NEterminal"
domain," seven" transmembraneEspanning" domains," and" an" intracellular" CEterminus" (Conn"
and"Pin,"1997)."In"contrast"to"family"A"receptors,"mGlu"receptors"belong"to"family"C"GPCRs."









1994;"Okamoto"et"al.," 1994;" Saugstad"et"al.," 1994;"Duvoisin"et" al.," 1995;" Joly"et" al.," 1995;"
Laurie"et"al.,"1996)."The"mGlu"receptors"were"named/numbered"in"their"order"of"discovery,"
with" the" mGlu1" receptor" (now" known" as" the" mGlu1a" receptor)" cloned" first" in" 1991"
(Houamed" et" al.," 1991;"Masu" et" al.," 1991)." Some" human"mGlu" receptors" have" also" been"
cloned"and"these"share"approximately"94%"sequence"homology"with"the"rat"mGlu"receptors"
(Wu" et" al.," 1998)." Examination" of" the" receptors’" sequence" homology," preferred" signal"
transduction" mechanism" and" relative" pharmacology" has" enabled" their" classification" into"
three"distinct"groups"(Nakanishi,"1992;"Conn"and"Pin,"1997):"
"
1."GROUP" I" comprises" the"mGlu1"and"mGlu5" receptors,"which"couple" to"Gq/G11"and"
activate" phospholipase" Cβ," resulting" in" the" hydrolysis" of" phosphotinositides" and"
generation"of" inositol" 1,4,5Etriphosphate"and"diacylEglycerol." This" classical"pathway"
leads"to"calcium"mobilisation"and"activation"of"protein"kinase"C."However,"it" is"now"
recognised" that" these" receptors" can" modulate" additional" signalling" pathways"
including"other"cascades"downstream"of"Gq,"pathways"stemming" from"Gi/o,"Gs,"and"
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to" Gi/o" proteins" (Gilman," 1989;" Prezeau" et" al.," 1992;" Baba" et" al.," 1993)." Gi/o" linked"
receptors"are"classically"coupled"to"inhibition"of"adenylyl"cyclase"(cAMP)"and"directly"
regulate"ion"channels"and"other"downstream"signalling"partners"via"liberation"of"Gβγ"
subunits" (Tanabe" et" al.," 1992;" 1993;" Baba" et" al.," 1993;" Prezeau" et" al.," 1994a;"
Parmentier"et"al.,"1996)."As"with"Group"I"mGlu"receptors,"it"is"becoming"increasingly"
evident" that" Group" II" (and" Group" III)" mGlu" receptors" can" also" couple" to" other"






As" a" number" of" expression" systems" have" been" used" to" delineate" these" effects," it" is"
important"to"note"that"mGlu"receptors"may"couple"to"other"second"messenger"pathways"in"
normal"physiological"systems."In"addition,"as"some"experiments"examining"the"transduction"
mechanisms" have" been" elucidated" by" the" expression" of" these" receptors" in" nonEneuronal"










et" al.," 2001;" Schulz" et" al.," 2002;" Sartorius" et" al.," 2006)." This" is" of" importance" as"multiple"
proteins" interact" directly" with" the" CEterminal" domains" of" each" of" the" mGlu" receptor"




As" for" all" the" mGlu" receptor" subtypes," the" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" comprise" a" large"









binding" site" located" in" the" cleft" formed" between" the" two" lobes" (Kunishima" et" al.," 2000;"
Tsuchiya"et"al.,"2002;"Muto"et"al.,"2007)."Evidence"suggests"that"two"VFDs"dimerise"together"
(see" section"2.6.2.5"below)," and" large" conformational" changes" are" induced"when"agonists"
bind"to"one"or"both"VFDs"(Jingami"et"al.,"2003)."Three"main"states"of"the"VFD"dimer"exist:"
openEopen," openEclosed," and" closedEclosed." The" openEopen" (inactive)" conformation" is"
stabilised"by"antagonists;"the"openEclosed"and"closedEclosed"conformations"are"induced"by"
the" binding" of" orthosteric" agonists" to" one" or" both" VFDs." The" mutation" of" residues" that"
prevent"closure"of"the"VFD"can"switch"the"pharmacology"of"antagonists"to"agonists"(Bessis"













The" 7ETM" domain" of"mGlu" receptors" shows" very" low" sequence" homology"with" the" 7ETM"
domain"of"other"GPCRs" (Pin"et" al.," 2003)."However," the"7ETM"domains"of"mGlu" receptors"
and"other"GPCRs"share"a"similar"general"fold,"with"a"relatively"central"helix"3,"and"a"possible"
amphipathic"helix" 8" (Pin" et" al.," 2003)." The"majority"of" characterised"allosteric" compounds"




The" intracellular" components"of" the"7ETM"domain"are" important" in" the" functioning"of" the"
receptor,"with"an" ionic" interaction"between" intracellular"residues"of"helices"3"and"6"key" in"






Additionally," this" region"of" several"of" the"mGlu" receptors" is" subject" to"alternative"splicing,"





For"many"years," the"mGlu" receptors"were" thought" to"exist"as"monomeric,"nonEinteracting"
polypeptides."However," recent"studies"have"revealed"that"these"receptors"do" indeed"form"
functional" homodimers" and" heterodimers," stabilised" by" an" intersubunit" disulphide" bond"
(Romano"et"al.,"1996),"and"may"even"exist"within"higherEorder"structures"(Gama"et"al.,"2001;"
Tsuchiya" et" al.," 2002;" Bonde" et" al.," 2006;"Muto" et" al.," 2007)." It" has" been" postulated" that"
dimerisation" of" these" receptors" may" play" key" roles" in" protein" maturation," cell" surface"
delivery" and" in" providing" a" suitable" framework" to" enable" protein" interactions" for" signal"
generation" (Milligan," 2008)." As" a" group" of" receptors" that" are" the" subject" of" intensive"
research" for" the" development" of" therapeutic" strategies" for" a" number" of" diseases" and"
disorders," the" discovery" that" these" receptors" can" form" homomeric" and" heteromeric"
structures" provides" a" new" therapeutic" target." Indeed," recent" reports" have" suggested" that"
mGlu2"receptors"can"form"functional"complexes"with"5Ehydroxytryptamine"subEtype"2A"(5E
HT2A)" receptors"via" interactions" through" specific" transmembrane"helix"domains" (GonzalezE
Maeso" et" al.," 2008);" a" structural" relationship" that" may" represent" a" promising" new"
therapeutic"targets"in"the"treatment"of"psychosis."
"
There" is" some" controversy" as" to"whether" binding" of" orthosteric" agonist" to" only" one" VFD"
within" the" dimer" is" sufficient" to" activate" the" entire" complex." In" the" case" of" the" GABAB"
receptor,"another" family"C"GPCR"which" is"a"heterodimer"consisting"of"GABAB1"and"GABAB2"
subunits,"ligand"binding"to"GABAB1"is"sufficient"to"activate"the"receptor"(Galvez"et"al.,"2000)."




Kniazeff" at" al.," (2004)" showed" that" one" glutamate"molecule" can" activate"mGlu5" receptor"
homodimers."Furthermore,"Suzuki"et"al.,"(2004)"showed"that"glutamate"binding"to"one"VFD"
exerts"negative"cooperativity"for"binding"to"the"second"VFD,"suggesting"that"glutamate"binds"







at" ionotropic" glutamates" receptors" at" concentrations" up" to" 100µM" (Irving" et" al.," 1990;"
Schoepp"et"al.,"1991;"Schoepp"et"al.,"1992a)."For"this"reason,"1S3REACPD"was"widely"used"in"




Wu" et" al.," 1998)." Intensive" research" into" the" synthesis" of" group" and" subtype" selective"
compounds" for" the" mGlu" receptors" has" since" ensued," with" a" dramatic" increase" in" the"





The" advent" of" modern" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" pharmacology" can" be" attributed" to" the"
synthesis"of"orthosteric"agonists"bearing"a"cyclopropyl"moiety"in"their"structure."DCGEIV"and"
LECCGEI,"were" the" first" such" ligands"with" submicromolar" potencies" at" both"Group" II"mGlu"
receptor"subtypes"(Hayashi"et"al.,"1992;"Lombardi"et"al.,"1993;"Brabet"et"al.,"1998;"Mutel"et"
al.,"1998;"Cartmell"et"al.,"1999),"but" these"compounds"have"been"shown"to"activate"other"




1996),"but" is"now"perceived"to"display"a"relatively" low"potency" in"comparison"to"currently"
available" agonists:" the" glutamate" analogue" LY354740" was" the" first" compound" in" a"
subsequent"series"to"be"synthesised"displaying"marked"selectivity"and"potency"for"the"Group"
II" mGlu" receptors" (Monn" et" al.," 1997;" Schaffhauser" et" al.," 1997;" Schoepp" et" al.," 1997;"
Schoepp"et"al.,"1998;"Wu"et"al.,"1998)"with"EC50"values"of"5.1nM"and"24nM"at"the"mGlu2"and"
mGlu3" receptors" respectively" (Schoepp" et" al.," 1997)." First" characterised" in" nonEneuronal"
cells" expressing" recombinant" human" mGlu" receptor" subtypes," it" has" since" been" used"







There" are" no" commercially" available" orthosteric" agonists" or" antagonists" that" can"
differentiate" between" mGlu2" and" mGlu3" receptors," with" the" exception" of" NE
acetylaspartateglutamate" (NAAG)," which" has" been" reported" to" selectively" activate"mGlu3"











This" resulted" in" the" discovery" of"MTPG"and"MCCG,"which" display"Group" II"mGlu" receptor"
antagonist"activity"(Jane"et"al.,"1995;"Salt"and"Eaton,"1995a;"Vignes"et"al.,"1995;"Bushell"et"
al.," 1996);"however," these"compounds"also"have"activity"at"other"mGlu" receptor" subtypes"












The" allosteric" site" on" a" given" receptor" is" one" that" is" topographically" distinct" from" the"
orthosteric" site" for" endogenous" and" exogenous" agonists" and" competitive" antagonists."
Allosteric" modulators" act" primarily" by" changing" the" threeEdimensional" receptor"
conformation," and" thereby" the" affinities" and/or" efficacies" of" bound" orthosteric" ligand." As"
these" compounds" bind" to" a" site" distinct" from" the" orthosteric" sites," they" are" generally"
structurally" diverse;" unrelated" to" orthosteric" ligands," particularly" to" the" endogenous"
orthosteric"agonists"for"the"receptor"type"in"question."Allosteric"agonists"are"able"to"directly"
activate"the"receptor,"whereas"positive"allosteric"modulators" (PAMs)"act" to"potentiate"the"
response" of" the" receptor" to" orthosteric" agonist" without" possessing" any" intrinsic" agonist"
activity" (FIGURE( 3.2A)." Negative" allosteric" modulators" (NAMs)" antagonise" the" activity" of"
agonists" in" a" nonEcompetitive" fashion" by" binding" to" a" site" other" than" the" agonist" (FIGURE(
3.2B)." Interestingly," truncation" of" the" NEterminal" domain" of" the"mGlu5" receptor" subtype"
results" in" a" receptor" that" can" be" directly" activated" by" PAMs" (Goudet" et" al.," 2004)." This"





part" due" to" the" clinical" success" of" the" anxiolytic" benzodiazepines," which" enhance" the"
function"of"the"ionotropic"GABAA"receptor"(Sigel"and"Buhr,"1997),"but"also"due"to"numerous"
advantages" that" this" compound" class" has" over" exogenous" orthosteric" compounds." Firstly,"
orthosteric" agonists" activate" given" receptors" independently" of" their" physiological" state,"
whereas"PAMs"act"to"enhance"the"action"of"receptors"activated"by"endogenous"agonist."As"a"
result," PAMs" act" to" enhance" physiological" receptor" activation" with" temporal" and" spatial"
relevance," and" are" therefore" likely" to" possess" a" lower" side" effect" profile" than" orthosteric"




consequence" of" receptor" downEregulation" that" can" occur" upon" persistent" agonist"
treatment," as" has" been" demonstrated" for" the"GABAB" receptor" (Gjoni" and"Urwyler," 2008)."
Finally,"many"PAMs"are"highly"selective"for"a"specific"receptor,"given"the"lack"of"necessity"for"
allosteric" binding" sites" to" be" conserved" during" evolution." This" is" in" contrast" to" the"
requirement" for" the" orthosteric" site" to" be" conserved" for" binding" of" endogenous" agonist."
However," it" is" important"to"consider"that" this"also"represents"a"potential"disadvantage"for"
the"use"of"allosteric"modulators"in"experimental"design"and"interpretation."Indeed,"although"




The" synthesis" of" pyridineEsulfonamide"derivatives" in" the" early" 2000s" represented" the" first"
such" class" of" compound" displaying" PAM" selectivity" for" the" mGlu2" receptor." BiphenylE
indanoneEA" (BINA)" and" LY487379" are" two" of" such" compounds" (Johnson" et" al.," 2003;"
Schaffhauser"et"al.," 2003;"Poisik"et"al.," 2005;"Galici" et"al.," 2006),"with" LY487379"being" the"
most" widely" studied." LY487379" is" a" highly" selective" PAM" at" the"mGlu2" receptor" with" no"
intrinsic" agonist" or" antagonist" activity," but" does" enhance" responses" to" subEmaximal"
glutamate" doses" (EC50" value" decreased" 2Efold" upon" LY487379" application" 0.72" vs." 1.7µM)"
(Johnson"et"al.,"2003)." First" characterised" in"Syrian"hamster"AVE12"cells"expressing"human"
mGlu" receptor" subtypes" using" an" intracellular" Ca2+" assay," it" has" since" been" used" for" a"






So" far," there" have" been" no" reports" of" selective" mGlu3" receptor" allosteric" modulators."








The"kynurenine"pathway" is" the"principal"metabolic"route"for"the"catabolism"of" tryptophan"
(Leklem," 1971)" (FIGURE( 3.3)." Numerous" studies" since" the" 1970s" have" identified" several"
intermediate"kynurenines"that"can"influence"brain"function,"including"quinolinic"acid,"which"
acts" as" a" selective"NMDA" receptor" agonist" (Stone"and"Perkins," 1981)," and" kynurenic" acid,"
which"acts"as"a"competitive"antagonist"at" the" ionotropic"glutamate"receptors" (Perkins"and"
Stone," 1982;" Parsons" et" al.," 1997)" and" the" α7" nicotinic" acetylcholine" receptor" (Wu" et" al."
2010;" Hilmas" et" al.," 2001;" Grilli" et" al.," 2006;" Stone," 2007)." The" physiological" function" of"
kynurenic" acid" is" thought" to" be" neuroprotective," as" it" is" released" by" astrocytes" into" the"
immediate" vicinity" of" glutamatergic" synapses," possibly" acting" to" reduce" the" neurotoxic"
effects" of" excitatory" amino" acid" (Guidetti" et" al.," 1995;" 2007;" Ceresoli" et" al.," 1997)." These"
findings" have" raised" the" possibility" that" the" kynurenine" pathway" and" the" metabolites" of"




Indoleamine" 2,3" dioxygenase," which" is" present" in" the" brain," transforms" tryptophan" into"
kynurenine"that"is"either"transaminated"into"kynurenic"acid"by"kynurenine"aminotransferase"
or" hydroxylated" into" 3Ehydroxykynurenine" (3EHK)" by" kynurenine" 3Ehydroxylase;" with"
transamination"of" 3EHK" leading" to"XA" synthesis" (Gobaille" et" al.," 2008)." The"XA"pathway" is"









The" activity" of" XA" has" been" extensively" studied" in" mosquitoes" transmitting" yellow" fever"
(Aedes0aegypti)"and"in"anopheline"mosquitos"transmitting"malaria"(Gobaille"et"al.,"2008)."In"
comparison," the"role"of"XA" in"mammals" is"not"well"defined,"although"a"number"of"studies"
have"indicated"that"XA"may"possess"properties"consistent"neuromodulatory"functions:"wideE
spread,"heterogeneous"CNS" levels;"accumulation" in"synaptic"terminals;" release"of"XA"upon"
electrical" stimulation" (Gobaille" et" al.," 2008);" intracerebrocentricular" XA" administration"
inducing"seizures"(Lapin,"1978a;"b);"intraperitoneal"administration"in"inducing"sedation"and"
anaesthesia" (Heyliger" et" al.," 1998;" Fazio" et" al.," 2012a);" inhibition" of" vesicular" glutamate"
transporters" (VGLUTs)" (Bartlett" et" al.," 1998;" Carrigan" et" al.," 2002);" selective" activation" of"
Group"II"mGlu"receptors"(Fazio"et"al.,"2012a)."
0
It"was" recently" shown"by" Fazio" et" al.," (2012a)" that" XA"was" able" to" inhibit" forskolin" (FSK)E
induced" cAMP" formation" in" primary" cultures" of" cerebellar" granule" cells," indicative" of"
activation"of"Gi/o"coupled"GEproteins"such"as"that"observed"upon"Group"II/III"mGlu"receptor"
activation" (Conn" and" Pin," 1997)." Furthermore," XA" was" not" able" to" activate"








mGlu3" receptor" expression" is" extensive" throughout" the"brain,"whereas" that"of" the"mGlu2"
receptor" is"more"restricted"to"specific"brain"regions" (Ohishi"et"al.,"1993a;"b;"Tanabe"et"al.,"
1993;" Testa"et" al.," 1994;"Petralia" et" al.," 1996a;" Tamaru"et" al.," 2001)."mGlu2" receptors" are"
uniquely" localised" in" neurones" (however" see" Taylor" et" al.," [2005]" and" Mineff" and"
Valtschanoff" [1999]" for" evidence" of" glial"mGlu2)," particularly" in" the" preterminal" region" of"
axons" far" removed" from" the" active" zone" of" neurotransmitter" release" (Yokoi" et" al.," 1996;"
Lujan"et"al.,"1997;"Shigemoto"et"al.,"1997;"Tamaru"et"al.,"2001),"whereas"mGlu3"receptors"
are" found"at"both"presynaptic"and"postsynaptic" sites"as"well" as" in"glial" cells" (Ohishi"et"al.,"
1993a;"b;"Tanabe"et"al.,"1993;"Testa"et"al.,"1994;"Makoff"et"al.,"1996;"Petralia"et"al.,"1996a;"
Ciccarelli" et" al.," 1997;"Mineff" and" Valtschanoff," 1999;" Aronica" et" al.," 2000;" Tamaru" et" al.,"




either" via" the" cysteineEglutamate"membrane" antiporter" (see" Kalivas" [2009])" or" potentially"
via" gliotransmission" (see" Santelio" et" al.," [2012])." A"major" function"of" presynaptic"Group" II"
mGlu" receptors" is" to" inhibit" neurotransmitter" release" (Ohishi" et" al.," 1994;" Anwyl," 1999;"
41"!
Mitchell" and" Silver," 2000;"Marti" et" al.," 2001;" Tamaru" et" al.," 2001;" Pisani" et" al.," 2002)" via"
mechanisms"including"the"suppression"of"presynaptic"voltageEdependent"calcium"channels,"
the" activation" of" presynaptic" potassium" channels" and" the" direct" inhibition" of" regulated"
exocytosis"(for"a"review,"see"Anwyl"[1999])." It" is" important"to"note"that"the"Group"II"mGlu"
receptors"have"also"been"shown"to"coElocalise"at"synapses"to"modulate"the"release"of"not"
only"glutamate,"but"also"of"GABA"(Desai"and"Conn,"1991;"Stefani"et"al.,"1994;"Poncer"et"al.,"
1995)" and" other" neurotransmitters" such" as" dopamine" (Hu" et" al.," 1999)," 5E
hydroxytryptatmine" (5EHT)" (Maione" et" al.," 1998;" Cartmell" and" Schoepp" 2000;" Lee" and"
Croucher,"2003)"and"acetylcholine"(Marti"et"al.,"2001;"Pisani"et"al.,"2002)."Whilst"the"Group"II"
mGlu" receptors" do" predominantly" mediate" presynaptic" actions," these" receptors" are" also"










FIGURE(3.4( XA" effects" on" FSKEinduced" cAMP" formation" and" PI"























FIGURE' 3.1( Schema1c' representa1on' of' an' mGlu' receptor.' Common( to( all( subtypes,(
mGlu(receptors(comprise(a(large(extracellular( (N4terminus,(which(forms(the(orthosteric(
compound( binding( pocket,( a( cysteine4rish( domain,( a( seven( transmembrane( domain,(




FIGURE' 3.2(Schema1c'of' typical' PAM'and'NAM'ac1vity'using' an' in# vitro' func1onal' assay.( In( a( given(
funcIonal(assay(such(as(calcium(mobilisaIon,(increasing(PAM(concentraIons((A)'progressively(shiQ(the(
glutamate( dose4response( curve( for( mGlu( receptor( acIvaIon( to( the( leQ,( whereas( increasing( NAM(











experiments.( No( eﬀect( was( elicited( by( kynurenine( or( 34OH4kynurenine,( which( are( two( XA( parent(
compounds( in( the( kynurenine( pathway.( B.( Lack( of( eﬀect( of( XA( in( sImulaIng( PI( hydrolysis( in( slices(
prepared( from(corIcal( slices(of(CD1(mice(PN849( (n=9415).(Data(are(expressed(as( a(percentage(of( the(
respecIve(control(values((mean((±SEM.).(Adapted(from(Fazio(et(al.,((2012a).(
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FIGURE' 3.5( XA' eﬀects' on' FSKMinduced' cAMP' forma1on' in' HEK293' cells' transiently' transfected' with'















COMPOUND! CHEMICAL-NAME! TARGET! ACTIVITY!
NONSELECTIVE-MGLU-RECEPTOR-AGONISTS!
L"glutamate! (S)"1"Aminopropane"1,3"dicaboxylic;acid! Group;I/Group;II>Group;III! Orthosteric;agonist!
(1S,3R)"ACPD! (1S,3R)"1"Aminocyclopentane"1,3"dicarboxylic;acid! Group;I/II>Group;III! Orthosteric;agonist!
SELECTIVE-GROUP-II-MGLU-RECEPTOR-AGONISTS!
DCG;IV! (2S,2'R,3'R)"2"(2',3'"Dicarboxycyclopro"pyl)glycine! Group;II;(but;also;NMDA)! Orthosteric;agonist!
L"CCG"I! (2S,1'S,2'S)"2"(Carboxycyclopropyl)gl"ycine! Group;II! Orthosteric;agonist!
(2R,4R)"APDC! (2R,4R)"4"Aminopyrrolidine"2,4"dica"rboxylate! Group;II! Orthosteric;agonist!
LY354740! (1S,2S,5R,6S)"2"Aminobucyclo[3.1.0];hexane"4,6"dicarboxylic;acid! Group;II! Orthosteric;agonist!
LY379268! (1R,4R,5S,6R)"4"Amino"2"ocabicyclo[3.1.0]hexane"4,6"dicarboxylic;acid! Group;II! Orthosteric;agonist!
LY389795! (")"2"thia"4"aminobicylco[3.1.0]hexane"4,6"dicarboxylic;acid! Group;II! Orthosteric;agonist!
SELECTIVE-GROUP-II-MGLU-RECEPTOR-ANTAGONISTS!
LY341495! (2S)"2"Amino"2"[(1S,2S)"2"carboxycycloprop"1"yl]"3"(xanth"9"yl);propanoic;acid! Group;II>Group;III>Group;I! Orthosteric;antagonist!
RS"APICA! (RS)"1"Amino"5"phosphonoindan"1"car"boxylic;acid! Group;II! Inverse;agonist!




BINA! Biphenyl"indanone;A! mGlu2! PAM!
MGLU3-SELECTIVE-LIGANDS!
NAAG! N"acetylaspartateglutamate! mGlu3! Orthosteric;agonist;(but;
see;Chopra;et;al.,;(2009)!
MIXED-GROUP-II-MGLU-RECEPTOR-LIGANDS!








Molecular," physiological" and" pharmacological" studies" have" provided" substantial" evidence"
that" synaptically" activated" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" are" present" and" functional" within"
thalamocortical"circuitry."Physiological"evidence"has"been"collated"from"the"rodent"VB"and"















the" VB" lacks" inhibitory" interneurones" (Ralston," 1983;" Barbaresi" et" al.," 1986;" Harris" and"
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Hendrickson,"1987;"Ohara"and"Lieberman,"1993)," this" indicates"that"the"mGlu3"receptor" is"
likely"to"be"present"at"GABAergic"TRN"terminals"in"the"VB."In"contrast"to"the"highly"localised"
nature"of"mGlu3" in" the"VB," the"mGlu2"receptor"has"a"diffuse"staining"pattern" (Neki"et"al.,"
1996)."mGlu2" receptor"mRNA"analysis" showed"no" significant" signal" in" the"VB"or" the" TRN;"
however" mGlu2" mRNA" was" detected" in" layer" VI" of" S1" cortex" (Ohishi" et" al.," 1993a)." In"
addition," immunogold" particle" labelling" has" also" revealed" that" both" mGlu2" and" mGlu3"
receptors"can"be"found"extrasynaptically"(Shigemoto"et"al.,"1997;"Mineff"and"Valtschanoff,"
1999;"Tamaru"et"al.,"2001)."Taken"together,"these"results"suggest"that"mGlu3"receptors"are"
localised" primarily" on" TRN" GABAergic" terminals" in" the" VB," that" mGlu2" receptors" are"






The" Group" II" metabotropic" glutamate" receptors" can" modulate" physiologicallyEevoked"
responses" in" the" VB" by" reducing" inhibition" from" the" TRN." Several" in0 vivo" studies" have"
demonstrated" that" iontophoretic" application" of" several" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonists"
(e.g." 1S,3REACPD," LECCGEI," 2R,4REAPDC)" can" result" in" the" disinhibition" of" sensory" evoked"
responses" in" the"VB" (Salt" and" Eaton," 1995a;" b," 1996;" Salt" and" Turner," 1998);"with" a" later"
complementary" in0 vitro" study" demonstrating" that" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist"
LY354740" can" reduce" IPSP" amplitude" without" affecting" the" postsynaptic" cell" membrane"






neurones," application" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonists" (2R,4R)EAPDC" and" LECCGEI"
were" able" to" elicit" a" hyperpolarization" and" increase"membrane" conductance" through"Kleak"
potassium" channels" in" TRN" neurones." As" these" effects" persisted" in" the" presence" of"
tetrodotoxin," this" likely" involves"postsynaptic"Group" II"mGlu" receptors" (Cox" and" Sherman,"
1999);"with"the"mGlu3"receptor"the"prime"candidate"to"mediate"these"effects"as"the"TRN"is"




Pharmacological" and" electrophysiological" experiments" have" indicated" that" the" Group" II"
mGlu"receptors"can" inhibit"glutamate" transmission"at"corticothalamic"synapses" in" the"TRN"
and" the" LGN" (Alexander" and" Godwin," 2005;" 2006)." A" reduction" in" the" amplitude" of" the"
corticothalamic"excitatory"postsynaptic"current"(EPSC)"was"observed"upon"application"of"the"
Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonists" LY379268" or" DCGEIV," as" was" an" enhanced" paired" pulse"
facilitation"ratio:"effects"which"are"consistent"with"evidence"suggesting"a"presynaptic"site"of"
action"of"these"receptors"(Granseth"et"al.,"2002;"Zucker"and"Regehr,"2002;"Shigemoto"et"al.,"
1997)." The"Group" II"mGlu" receptors"have" also"been" shown" to"be" synaptically" activated" in"
these"areas"by"corticothalamic"stimulation,"as"an"increase"in"the"EPSC"amplitude"during"train"
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stimulation" was" observed" upon" application" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" antagonist"
LY341495"(Alexander"and"Godwin,"2005;"2006)." It"appears"that"train"stimulation"therefore"
results" in" the" activation" of" Group" II" mGlu" receptors," which" then" leads" to" a" reduction" in"
glutamate"release."This"response"to"the"train"stimulation"suggests"that"glutamate"spillover"
from" highEfrequency" stimulation" may" be" required" for" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" to"
become"activated."Furthermore,"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"LY379268"was"unable"
to" perturb" responses" at" the" sensory" afferentEthalamic" neurone" synapse" in" the" LGN," in"
accordance"with"the" lack"of" immunocytochemical"evidence"for"Group" II"mGlu"receptors"at"















The" TRN" is" thought" to" be" responsible" for" ensuring" synchronous" activity" between" the"
thalamus" and" cortex" required" for" either" sensory" perception" or" for" the" preparation" and"
execution"of"distinct"motor"and/or"cognitive"tasks,"and"it"is"therefore"purported"to"be"key"in"
the" control" of" selective" attention" (Crick" 1986," Pinault" 2011)." It" is" therefore" imperative" to"
ascertain"the"exact"nature"of"how"inhibitory"innervation"from"the"TRN"to"thalamic"nuclei"is"
controlled" in" order" to" understand" how" neurophysiological" disease" states" associated" with"
TRN"malfunction" precipitate" (Huguenard," 1999;" Rub" et" al.," 2003;" Barbas" and" Zikopoulos,"




Identification" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" as" novel" targets" in" the" treatment" of"
schizophrenia" began" upon" the" discovery" that" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" selective"
orthosteric"agonist"LY354740"can"inhibit"glutamatergic"transmission"(Battaglia"et"al.,"1997)."
This"observation"enabled" the"hyperglutamatergic" theory"of" schizophrenia" (Aghajanian"and"
Marek," 1999)" to" be" probed," and" LY354740"was" found" to" ameliorate" psychotic" symptoms"
induced" by" phencyclidine" (Moghaddam" and" Adams," 1998)." Since" then," several" preclinical"
studies"using"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonists"(Cartmell"et"al.,"1999;"2000a;"b;"Marek"et"al.,"
2000;" Schoepp" and" Marek," 2002;" Lorrain" et" al.," 2003a;" b;" RorickEKehn" et" al.," 2007)" and"




potential" new" class" of" antipsychotic" drug." Furthermore," Group" II" mGlu" receptors" are"
moderately/highly" expressed" in" limbic" brain" regions" in" healthy" controls," (Petralia" et" al.,"











XA,"which"has"been" reported" to"possess" selective"Group" II"mGlu" receptor"agonist"activity;"
especially" as" human" postmortem" studies" have" indicated" that" kynurenine"metabolites" are"




et" al.," 2009)." Indeed," as" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" and" the" kynurenine" metabolism"
pathway" have" both" been" heavily" implicated" in" the" pathophysiology" of" schizophrenia," it" is"
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FIGURE' 4.1!Known'distribu6ons' of' the'Group' II'mGlu' receptors' in' the'VB' and' TRN.' 'Within! the!VB,!
mRNA!analysis!and!protein!staining!techniques!suggest!that!mGlu3!receptors!are!localised!primarily!on!
TRN!GABAergic! terminals,! that!mGlu2!receptors!are!primarily!on!glutamatergic!cor?cal! terminals,!and!
that! both! subtypes!may! be! present! on! glial! processes! (represented! by! purple! process)! (Ohishi! et! al.,!
1993a;!Shigemoto!et!al.,!1998;!Mineﬀ!and!Valtschanoﬀ!1999;!Lourenco!Neto!et!al.,!2000;!Tamaru!et!al.,!
2001).!Within!the!TRN,!mRNA!analysis!and!protein!staining!suggest!that!mGlu3!receptors!are!localised!
on! the! postsnap?c! TRN! neurones,! that!mGlu2! receptors! are! localised! on! presynap?c! cor?cothalamic!















It" has"been"demonstrated"using"both" in0 vitro" and" in0 vivo" electrophysiology"protocols" that"




the" two" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" subtypes" to" the" modulation" of" sensory" transmission" in"
thalamocortical"circuits" remains" to"be"elucidated,"as"do"their"distinct"cellular" localisations,"
which"can"be"attributed" to" the"complete" lack"of" selective"mGlu2"or"mGlu3"compounds"at"
the" time" that" these"studies"were"conducted."At" this"point" it" is" important" to"note" that" the"
putative"selective"mGlu3"agonist"NAAG"has"been"used"as"a" tool" to"begin"to"address" these"
questions" (Turner"and"Salt,"2003;"Alexander"and"Godwin,"2005;"2006);"however,"as"doubt"
has"now"been"cast"over"the"purity,"and"therefore"the"selectivity"of"this"compound"(Chopra"
et" al.," 2009)," researchers" in" the" field" have" become" reluctant" to" draw" conclusions" based"
purely"upon"the"pharmacology"of"this"compound.""
"
However," thanks" to" intensive" research" into" the" development" of"mGlu2" subtype" selective"
PAMs," the" addition" of" this" compound" type" to" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" toolbox" has"
created" a" new" avenue" with" which" to" investigate" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" function" in"
thalamocortical" circuitry." In" light" of" this," I" specifically" have" sought" to" investigate" how" the"
Group"II"mGlu"receptors"can"modulate"TRN"afferent"GABAergic"inhibition"in"the"rat"VB"(Salt"
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E Do"both" the"Group" II"mGlu" receptors" contribute" to" the"modulation"of"VB"neurone"
responses?"
"

















stimulation" in" anaesthetised" rats." Agonist," antagonist" and" control" ions" were" applied" as"





The" use" of" an" intact" in0 vivo" preparation" and" employment" of" iontophoresis" will" enable"
different" types" of" sensory" stimuli" to" be" used" during" the" concurrent" application" of" the"
required"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"compounds."Indeed,"the"key"advantage"in"using"an"in0vivo"
preparation" is" that" it" enables" the" examination" of" neuronal" responses" to" physiologically"
relevant"stimuli"in"an"intact"system.""For"the"preparation"described"here,"the"qualitative"and"
quantitative"nature"of" afferent" inputs" to" the"VB"are"preserved," as" are" the" involvement"of"
any"temporal"events,"therefore"facilitating"a"better"understanding"of"the"processes"that"may"
be" occurring" in" alert," behaving" animals." Furthermore," this" in0 vivo0 preparation" has" been"
demonstrated"to"efficiently"reveal"the"action"of"other"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"ligands"in0vivo0
(Salt" and" Eaton," 1995a;" Turner" and" Salt," 1998)," and" maximises" the" likelihood" of"
physiologically" relevant" mechanisms" that" may" be" required" for" Group" II" mGlu" receptor"
activation," such" as" accessory" proteins" or" coEfactors," to" function" normally" under" our"
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experimental" conditions." These" experimental" features" will" enable" me" to" appropriately"
investigate"the"questions"stated"in"the"project"hypothesis"(Chapter"5)."However,"although"in0
vivo" electrophysiological" techniques" enable" us" to" examine" how" activation" of" afferent"
connections" can" evoke" an" observed" effect," it" is" important" to" note" that" the" appropriate"
employment"of"in0vitro0electrophysiological"techniques"can"facilitate"the"selective"activation"
of" individual"afferent"pathways."This"can"allow"delineation"of" the" relative"contributions"of"
individual"afferent"pathways"to"an"overall"observed"effect."In0vitro"preparations"do"however"
also" have" their" limitations." For" example," they" require" electrical" stimulation" of" afferent"
pathways," which" is" unlikely" to" exactly" mimic" physiological" inputs," and" that" the" overall"
circuitry"of" the"system"of" interest" is"unlikely" to"be" intact."The"employment"of"both" in0vivo"
and" in0 vitro" electrophysiological" techniques" can" therefore" provide" complementary"





97"Adult"male"Wistar" rats" (Harlan" Laboratories," UK)"weighing" 205E540g"were" used" for" all"
experiments." The" animals" were" kept" in" cages" in" a" conventional" animal" facility" at" a"
temperature" range" of" 22E24oC" with" a" 12" hour" light/dark" cycle" (Biological" Research" Unit,"
Institute"of"Ophthalmology,"University"College"London,"United"Kingdom"[UK])."Bedding"was"
provided"and" food"and"water"was"given"ad0 libitum."All" procedures"were"approved"by" the"
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the" righting" reflex"was" lost."Animals"were" then" removed" from" the" chamber"and"urethane"
(1.2g/kg)" was" administered" via" intraperitoneal" (i.p.)" injection." Additional" urethane"
anaesthetic"was"administered"i.p."as"required"throughout"the"course"of"the"experiment."1%"
lignocaine" with" adrenaline" was" administered" via" subcutaneous" (s.c.)" injection" at" wound"
margins:" thorax" (tracheal" cannulation)," skull" (surgical" entry" site" for" electroencephalogram"
[EEG]"monitoring"and"craniotomy),"and"either"the"right"and"left"front"paws"or"the"right"front"
and" hind" paws" depending" upon" the" experimental" protocol" (electrocardiogram" [ECG]"
monitoring,"pin"entry)."
"
Upon" cessation" of" the" experiment," the" animal" received" an" overdose" of" urethane"
administered"to"the"heart.""
"
General" anaesthesia" is" required" to" perform" this" type" of" in0 vivo" electrophysiology." It" is"
therefore" important" to" consider" that" the" use" of" general" anaesthetics" may" alter" the"
electrophysiological" responses" of" neurones," and" that" any" responses" observed" in"







when" compared" to" recordings" taken" from"neurones" in" unanaesthetised" rats" (Holmes" and"





An" incision" (1.5E2cm)"was"made" along" the"midline" in" the" skin" overlying" the" trachea." The"
trachea"was"exposed,"a"small"incision"made"along"its"width,"and"an"appropriately"sized"glass"
cannula"was" inserted"0.5cm"and" secured" in"place"with" sutures." For" experiments" that" also"
required" intravenous" (i.v.)" drug" administration," the" jugular" vein" was" also" exposed" and" a"
salineEfilled"cannula"was"inserted"approximately"1cm"and"secured"in"place"with"sutures."The"
overlying"skin"was"sutured"closed"and"a"small"piece"of"surgical"tape"was"attached"to"the"fur"





Animals" were" then" transferred" to" a" stereotaxic" frame" with" a" thermostatically" controlled"
electric"blanket" (37oC)"where"they"were"held" in"place"with" lignocaine"gelEcoated"blunt"ear"
bars"and"a"nosebar."Anaesthetics"can" interfere"with"thermoregulatory"mechanisms"so" it" is"
important"to"ensure"that"anaesthetised"animals"are"kept"warm"throughout"an"experiment"in"
order" to" preserve" optimal" physiological" conditions." Two" surgical" 25G" needles" were"
implanted"s.c."into"either"the"two"front"paws"or"the"left"front"and"hind"paws"in"order"for"the"






A" long" (3E4cm)" incision"was" then"made" along" the"midline" in" the" skin" overlying" the" dorsal"
surface"of" the" skull"whereupon" it"was"pulled" laterally" away" to" reveal" the"dorsal" skull" and"
clamped"in"place."Any"overlying"muscle"was"then"scraped"away."Two"holes"were"then"drilled"
either"side"of"the"bregma"fissure"(coordinate"range"ML:"3mm"from"the"midline;"AP:"+1mm/E
1mm" from" Bregma)" in" which" two" small" screws" (10BA" x" 1/8" TND," cheese" head)" were"
implanted" to" enable" monitoring" of" the" EEG." These" screws" were" then" covered" in" dental"
cement"to"ensure"electrical" isolation."The"EEG"was"amplified"by"the"Neurolog"A.C."Preamp"
Module" (x50)," visualised" on" a" Tektronik" 211"Digital" Storage"Oscilloscope" and" relayed" and"
timed" to" the" Spike2" software" for" recording" and" postEanalysis" via" a" 1401" interface"
(Cambridge"Electronic"Design)" in"order"to"enable"the"EEG"to"be"monitored"throughout"the"
experiment"as"an" indication"of" the" level"of"anaesthesia."Throughout"all"drilling"procedures"
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the" bone" was" cooled" with" saline" in" order" to" prevent" the" heating" and" any" subsequent"
potential"damage"of"the"underlying"cortical"tissue"and"also"to"prevent"the"formation"of"dust."
"
A" small" (5mm" square" diameter)" craniotomy" was" then" drilled" over" the" right" VB" (Lambda"
+5.0mm" anteriorEposterior" axis" and" +2.9mm" medioElateral" axis)" in" order" to" reveal" the"
cerebral" cortex." Any" overlying"membranes" and" dura" still" present" after" drilling" were" then"
carefully" removed"with" a" pair" of" sharp" forceps," along"with" any" bone" fragments" that"may"
have" become" caught" within" the" craniotomy" site." The" site" of" the" craniotomy," and" the"







In"order" to"perform" in0vivo"electrophysiology," the"method"used" in" this" thesis" required"the"
use"of" invasive"surgical"procedures." It" is"therefore"important"to"consider"that"physiological"
changes"may"occur"throughout"the"course"of"the"experiment"due"to"any"trauma"that"may"
have" been" evoked" by" the" surgery," which" may" alter" the" physiological" condition" of" the"
preparation."Furthermore," the" level"of"anaesthesia"can"drastically"alter" the"responsivity"of"
VB"neurones" to" sensory" stimulation,"and"was" thus" closely"monitored" through"observation"
and"interpretation"of"the"EEG"and"ECG"waveforms."Deep"general"anaesthesia,"as" indicated"
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by"a"synchronised/spindle"EEG"waveform"(Figure(6.1A)"and" lower"heart" rate" (~<300"beats"
per"minute"[bpm]),"tended"to"result"in"a"decrease"in"the"responsivity"of"neurones"to"sensory"
stimulation." In" such" instances," execution" of" experimental" protocols" was" delayed" until" a"
synchronous" EEG" waveform" was" observed" (Figure( 6.1B)" along" with" a" normal" heart" rate"
(~300E400bpm),"which"is"indicative"of"a"lighter"level"of"general"anaesthesia."A"lighter"level"of"
general" anaesthesia," but" under"which" reflexive" sensory" responses" to" foot" pinch"were" still"
absent," provided" the" optimal" conditions" under" which" to" conduct" the" various" sensory"





SevenEbarrel" recording" and" iontophoretic" glass" electrodes" were" assembled" from" four"
borosilicate"glass"capillary"tubes"(Clark"Electromedical"GC150TF,"internal"diameter"1.17mm,"
length"10cm)."Three"of" the" capillaries"were" cut" in"half"using"a"diamond" tipped"cutter"and"
were" arranged" so" that" they" surrounded" the" remaining" fullElength" capillary" tube." The"
capillary" tubes" were" then" held" in" this" formation" using" drill" chucks" before" being" gently"
heated"over"a"Bunsen"flame,"twisted"and"pulled"apart;" forming"a"blank" (Stone,"1984)."The"
blank"was"then"removed"from"the"drill"chucks"and"the"unEfused"end"of"each"of"the"shorter"
capillary" tubes"was" pulled" away" from" the" central" long" capillary" tube" over" a" small" Bunsen"
flame"in"order"to"aid"the"filling"processes"and"to"minimise"crossEcontamination"between"the"
barrels." The" long" capillary" tube" of" the" blank" was" then" placed" in" another" drill" chuck" and"
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contaminated." Contamination" of" the" electrode" can" lead" to" blocking" of" the" barrels" during"
iontophoresis," to" the" formation" of" microEfractures" and" subsequent" crossEcontamination"






using" a"microscope" and" a"manipulator" to" form" an" open" tip" between" 6E8µm." This" tip" size"
represents"a"satisfactory"compromise"between"sufficient"passages"of"iontophoretic"current,"
which" requires" a" larger" tip" size," and" optimal" recording" of" extracellular" activity," which"
requires" a" smaller" tip" size." Electrodes" were" filled" with" the" required" drug" and" control"












VB" through" the" cortex" at" the" appropriate" stereotaxic" coEordinates" (Lambda" +5.0mm"
anteriorEposterior"axis"and"+2.9mm"medioElateral"axis)"using"a" stepping"microEdrive."Once"
the" electrode" was" on" course" to" the" VB," a" warmed" agar" solution" was" applied" to" the"
craniotomy"site"to"reduce"any"brain"movements"that"may"affect"the"quality"of"the"recording"




Upon" reaching" the" superficial" VB," the" electrode" was" not" moved" for" 30E45" minutes" to"
stabilise"any"brain"movements"evoked"by"advancement"of"the"electrode."After"this"time,"the"




Extracellular" recordings" were" made" from" single" VB" neurones" through" the" central" barrel"
(filled" with" 4M" sodium" chloride" [NaCl])" of" the" electrode." Extracellular" action" potentials,"
which"were"amplified"by"the"Axoprobe"1A"(Axon"Instruments)"(x100),"and"the"Neurolog"AC"
DC" Amp" module" (x100)," were" selected" for" recording" based" upon" spike" height" using" a"
waveform" discriminator" (built" inEhouse)." Spikes" were" timed" and" counted" using" a" 1401"
interface" and" Spike2" Software" (Cambridge" Electronic"Design)." This" software" also" recorded"
the" output" from" the" iontophoresis" unit" and" triggered" some" of" the" sensory" stimuli"
sequences." Inspection" of" the" extracellular" waveform" can" provide" an" indication" of" the"
proximity" of" the" recording" electrode" to" the" neurone" (Sefton," 1969)." As" spike" size" is"
dependent"upon"the"extent"of"current"flow"in"the"extracellular"space,"the"spikes"will"become"
larger"as"the"recording"tip"approaches"the"neurones"membrane."The"shape"of"the"waveform"
is" also" an" indication" of" the" distance" between" the" electrode" and" the" neurone" as" the"
waveform"may"appear"as"a"wholly"negative"potential"at"distances"of"around"50µm"from"the"
neurone,"which" usually" changes" to" a"waveform"with" a" small" positive" and" larger" negative"
component"nearer"the"unit"(Bishop"et"al.,"1962a;"b)."Recording"sites"were"made"through"a"
single"electrode"track"with"data" in"a"typical"experiment"obtained"from"a"portion"of"the"VB"










apart" from" LY487379" that" required" to" first" be" dissolved" in" the" solvent" dimethyl" sulfoxide"
(DMSO)" (see"TABLE( 6.1" for" details)." Each" drug"was" ionised" in" solution" by" adjusting" the" pH"
either"with" 1M"HCl" or" 1M"NaOH," as" appropriate:" a" requirement" essential" for" their" use" in"
iontophoresis" in" order" to" control" their" retention" and" ejection" from" the" electrode" tip." All"
drugs"used"in"these"experiments"were"obtained"from"Tocris"and/or"Sigma."
"
The" use" of" solvents" such" as" alcohol" or" dimethyl" sulfoxide" (DMSO)" to" dissolve" a" drug" into"
solution"for"iontophoresis"(see"section"3.3.5"below),"such"as"in"the"case"of"LY487379,"must"






away" from" neutrality" the" drug" solution" is." Highly" basic" or" acidic" solutions" will" result" in" a"
greater"proportion"of"OHE"and"H+"being"ejected"along"with"the"drug"ions,"and"these"ions"may"
alter"the"membrane"properties"of"the"cell"and"therefore"the"neuronal"responses"observed."
In" these" experiments" the" drug" solutions" used" were" at" pH" values" close" to" neutrality" (see"
Table" 2)." However," if" the" use" of" a" drug" solution" that" is" either" highly" basic" or" acidic" was"
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that" acetylcholine"was" the" transmitter" between"motor" axon" collaterals" and" the" inhibitory"
Renshaw"cells"in"the"spinal"cord."
"
Iontophoretic" drug" applications"were" performed"using" the" outer" barrels" of" the" electrode."
Each"barrel"contained"one"of" the"drug"or"control"solutions"stated" in"TABLE(6.1(as"required,"
and"a" silver"wire"was"placed" in"each" solution" in"order" to" facilitate" the"passing"of" current.""
Petroleum"jelly"was"then"placed"at"the"open"end"of"each"of"the"barrels"in"order"to"minimise"
evaporation" of" the" solutions." All" drugs" were" iontophoretically" ejected" as" anions" at" an"
appropriate" current," except" LY487379" and" 1%"DMSO"which"were" ejected" as" cations," and"
were"prevented"from"diffusing"out"of"the"pipette"by"using"a"retaining"current"(10E20nA)"of"





In" order" to" ensure" that" each" barrel" can" pass" current," the" resistance" of" each" barrel" was"
measured" using" the" iontophoretic" apparatus" (NeuroPhore" BHE2" system,"Medical" Systems"
Corp.)." This" was" done"when" the" electrode" first" touched" the" surface" of" the" cortex" before"
being"advanced"to"the"VB"and"is"performed"by"passing"a"test"current"of"50nA"through"each"
barrel." If" the" resistance" of" the" barrel" to" passing" this" current" is" too" high" (>100MΩ)" it" is"
unlikely"that"the"drug"ions"will"be"ejected"sufficiently,"and"if"the"resistance"of"the"barrel" is"
too" low" (<10MΩ)" it" is" likely" that" the" drug" ions" will" leak" out" of" the" electrode" tip." Barrel"
resistances" can" vary" throughout" the" course" of" an" experiment" and" can" occur" due" to" a"
number" of" reasons," such" as" a" barrel" becoming" occluded" by" a" piece" of" cell"membrane" or"
tissue," or" by" precipitation" of" the" drug" solution" or" the" gathering" of" glass" particles" in" the"





iontophoretic" electrode" barrels" containing" 1M" sodium" chloride" in" order" to" minimise" the"
effect"of"current"passage"on"the"neurone."The"current"passed"through"this"barrel"was"equal"







thus" minimises" any" perturbations" of" the" neuron" and" extracellular" space," along" with" any"
systemic"effects" " (see"Stone," [1984]," for"a" comprehensive"overview"of"practical"aspects"of"
this"technique)."However,"it"is"not"possible"to"quantify"the"amount"of"drug"being"applied"or"








order" to"prevent" spontaneous"efflux"of"drug" from" the"electrode" tip."A"very"high" retaining"















of" NaCl" in" the" balance" barrel" is" very" high" (1M)" in" comparison" to" the" concentrations" of"
ejected"compounds"(<50mM),"the"majority"of"the"current"passed"through"the"balance"barrel"
will" be" by" Na+/ClE" ions." Furthermore," any" compound" accumulated" in" the" balance" barrel"
during" compound" ejection" would" be" immediately" ejected" upon" its" cessation" due" to" the"









Administration" of" i.v." drugs" in" the" rat" needs" care" and" consideration" as" the" total" blood"
volume" of" an" adult" rat" weighing" 300g" is" approximately" 20ml" (Lee" and" Blaufox," 1985),"









produced" a" rising" air" pulse" at" the" vibrissa" 8ms" after" switching." " Response" latencies"were"
calculated"from"the"start"of"the"gating"pulse." "Using"such"an"approach" it" is"possible"to"use"




evoking" unwanted" inhibition/excitation," which" can" occur" upon" stimulation" of" secondary"
vibrissae"adjacent"to"the"primary"vibrissa." If" required,"vibrissae"that"were"not"the" focus"of"
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the" neurone" undergoing" investigation," the" long" airEjet" was" applied" as" either" a" continual"
stimulation" or" as" a" train" of" stimuli" at" a" frequency" of" 5E10Hz." After" several" control" cycles"





apparent" upon" subsequent" stimulation" (Salt," 1989;" Turner" and" Salt," 2003)." This"










1994;" Hartings" and" Simons," 2000;" Binns" et" al.," 2003)," whereas" upon" stimulation" of"
surrounding"secondary"vibrissae"a"lateral"GABAergic"inhibition"from"the"TRN"is"evoked"(Salt,"
1989;" Pinault" and"Deschênes," 1998;" Crabtree," 1999)" (FIGURE( 2.3)." In" order" to" reveal" these"
GABAergic" inhibitory" processes" arising" from" the" TRN," we" used" a" conditionEtest" paradigm"
with" two" airEjets" each" directed" at" an" adjacent" receptive" field" area" (Salt," 1989)." A"
conditioning" stimulus" presented" to" a" secondary" vibrissa" preceding" a" test" stimulus" to" a"
principal"vibrissa"by"20E60ms"can"inhibit"the"response"of"a"VB"neurone"to"stimulation"of"the"
principal" vibrissa" (Salt," 1989;" Turner" and" Salt," 2003)" (FIGURE( 6.3)." The" precise" interval"
between"presentation"of"the"conditioning"stimulus"and"the"test"stimulus"was"altered"within"
the" 20E60ms" timeEwindow" to" produce" the" maximum" inhibition" achievable" for" each"
individual" cell." " The" secondary" vibrissa" was" normally" in" the" same" row" as" the" principal"
vibrissa," but" removed" from" the" principal" vibrissa" by" one" or" two" positions" (Lavallee" and"
Deschênes," 2004)." Several" control" cycles," which" each" contained" two" sensory" stimulations"
(presentation"of"the"test"stimulus"alone"and"then"the"conditionEtest"stimuli,"separated"by"an"
interEstimulus" interval" of" 4E5s)" that" demonstrated" the" establishment" of" sensory" inhibition"
were" recorded," and" these" were" then" repeated" during" the" concurrent" application" of"
compound"for"2E10"minutes"as"required."After"cessation"of"compound"ejection,"cycles"were"
continued" until" neuronal" responses" had" returned" to" control" levels." This" experimental"
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where"T" is" the"total"number"of"action"potentials"evoked"to"the"test"stimulus"and"TC" is" the"
total" number" of" action" potentials" evoked" to" the" test" stimulus" when" preceded" by" the"
condition" stimulus." Using" this" calculation," the" maximum" inhibitory" response" that" can" be"
achieved"is"100%."Action"potentials"evoked"10E50ms"following"test"stimuli"were"counted"in"
analysis,"as"all"responses"occurred"within"100ms"of"stimulus"presentation:"the"approximate"
time"scale"during"which" inhibition"evoked"by"principal"or" secondary"vibrissa" stimulation" is"
likely"to"reach"its"peak"(Salt,"1989;"Turner"and"Salt,"2003)." " It" is" important"to"note"that"the"





As" an" alternative" means" of" revealing" functional" recurrent" or" lateral" inhibition" onto" VB"
neurones," NMDA"was" continuously" applied" to" neurones"whilst" alternate" presentations" of"
short"duration"stimuli"to"either"the"principal"or"secondary"vibrissa"took"place"(separated"by"
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5s)." NMDA" ejections" were" adjusted" to" produce" stable" subEmaximal" increases" in" action"
potential" firing" of" neurones," typically" into" the" range" of" 12E16Hz." The" degree" of" inhibition"
produced" when" either" the" principal" or" secondary" vibrissa" was" stimulated" was" quantified"
from" cumulative" postEstimulus" time" histograms" (PSTHs)" of" action" potential" spikes" before,"
during"and"after"the"stimulus"was"applied."The"first"100ms"of"evoked"inhibition"was"used"in"
the" quantification" analysis" as" this" is" the" approximate" time" scale" during" which" inhibition"
evoked"by"principal"or"secondary"vibrissa"stimulation"is" likely"to"reach"its"peak"(Salt,"1989;"







In" order" to"directly" assess" the" effects" of" compounds"on"postsynaptic" responses" to"NMDA"
and/or"AMPA"receptor"activation,"cycles"consisting"of"brief"ejections" (10E15s)"of"NMDA"or"
AMPA"with"intervals"of"50E60s,"were"established"and"repeated"continuously."NMDA"and/or"
AMPA" ejection" parameters" were" adjusted" to" ensure" that" excitatory" neuronal" responses"







Comparisons" between" the" control" and" drug" responses" for" each" type" of" experimental"
protocol" were" made" using" nonEparametric" statistics" (Wilcoxon" MatchedEPairs" Test),"
whereby" a" significant" result" was" determined" when" p" <" 0.05." This" statistical" test," which"
controls" for" experimental" variability," was" chosen" as" it" is" appropriate" for" comparing" two"
paired"groups"with"nonEGaussian"data"populations."All"results"are"expressed"as"a"percentage"
of"control"±SEM."Data"were"analysed"by"plotting"PSTHs"from"these"recordings"and"counting"
the" spikes" evoked" by" either" ionotropic" glutamate" receptor" agonist" ejection" or" sensory"
stimulation" using" Spike2" software" (Cambridge" Electronic" Design)." Responses" to" sensory"
stimulation" during" control," drug" and" recovery" periods" were" averaged" over" 6E30" trials" as"
appropriate"for"the"different"sensory"and"ionotropic"agonist"stimulation"protocols,"with"bin"




made" using" nonEparametric" statistics" (Wilcoxon" MatchedEPairs" Test" to" compare" power"
spectra" peak" amplitudes," and" TwoESample" KolmogorovESmirnov" tests" to" compare" power"
spectra" distributions),"whereby" a" significant" result"was" determined"when"p" <" 0.05." These"















Evaluation" Molecular" Pharmacology" teams" were" provided," as" were" materials" for" their"
execution."
"
The" cAMP" assay" is" a" prototypical" cell" physiology" assay" used" to" detect" Gi/o" GEprotein"
induction" upon" mGlu" receptor" activation." As" the" signal" transduction" mechanism" of" the"
Group"II"mGlu"receptors"ultimately"results"in"a"reduction"in"cAMP"formation,"FSK"is"used"to"
raise" the" levels" of" intracellular" cAMP," achieving" this" by" activating" the" enzyme" adenylul"
cyclase."This"assay"was"therefore"an"appropriate"choice"to"investigate"whether"XA"is"able"to"











The" cAMP" Hunter™" CHOEK1" GRM2" cell" line," was" obtained" from" DiscoveRx" Corporation"
(Fremont,"California)."Cells"were"cultured"in"F12"nutrition"media"(Invitrogen,"Germany),"10%"





The"HitHunter™" cAMP"XS+"Assay" kit"was"purchased" from"DiscoveRx." LY341495," LY354740"







A"Countess™"automated"cell" counter" (Invitrogen,"Germany)"was"used" for"cell"and"viability"





(HEPES" 10mM)," bovine" serum" albumin" (0.06%)" and" pluronic" acid" FE68" (0.1%)," plated" at"
10,000"cells"per"well"in"384Ewell"microplates"(Costar,"Corning)"and"incubated"for"1h"at"37oC."
Determination" of" intracellular" cAMP" through" enzyme" fragment" complementation"














[3H]LY341495" (40" Ci/mmol)" was" radiolabeled" by" American" Radiolabeled" Chemicals," Inc."







added" to" deepEwell" polypropylene" microtiter" plates" containing" [3H]LY341495" (1nM)" and"
appropriate"concentrations"of"XA"in"assay"buffer."Final"assay"volume"was"0.2ml."Nonspecific"
binding" was" defined" with" 100µM" LY354740." Assay" plates" were" incubated" at" room"
temperature" (21E23oC)" for" 2h," and" bound" and" free" radioligands" were" separated" by" rapid"









Functional" data" were" analysed" using" Microsoft" Excel," GraphPad" Prism" and" Matlab."
Experiments"were" performed" in" duplicates" performed"4" times." Comparisons" between" the"
control"and"drug"responses"were"made"using"nonEparametric"statistics"(Wilcoxon"MatchedE
Pairs" Test)"whereby" a" significant" result"was" deemed"when"when"p" <" 0.05." This" statistical"
test," which" controls" for" experimental" variability," was" chosen" as" it" is" appropriate" for"
















FIGURE" 6.1." EEG" waveforms" at" diﬀerent" depths" of" anaesthesia." A.# A#





















FIGURE" 6.3# Example" raster" displays" and" PSTHs" of" condiKonLtest" protocol" responses." Upon# test#
s:mula:on#of#the#principal#vibrissa,#for#example#C2,#a#robust#response#from#the#VB#neurone#from#which#




ac:on#poten:als# recorded#per#2ms#bin#over#6# trials.#PSTHs#are# constructed#using# responses# from# the#
same#cell#(CVB050b).##
89#
COMPOUND! CONCENTRATION! RETAINING-CURRENT! EJECTING-CURRENT! COMMENTS!
NMDA! 50mM,;pH8.5! +10;to;+;25nA! "12nA;to;"163nA! Ionotropic;glutamate;receptor;agonist!
AMPA! 50mM;pH8.5! +10;to;+;25nA! "17nA;to;"138nA! Ionotropic;glutamate;receptor;agonist!
LY354740! 5mM;in;75mM;NaCl,;pH8.0! +10;to;+;25nA! "6nA;to;"75nA! Group;II;mGlu;receptor;agonist!
LY341495! 5mM;in;75mM;NaCl,;pH8.5! +10;to;+;25nA! "10nA;;to;"50nA! Group;II;mGlu;receptor;antagonist!
LY487379! 1mM;in;1%;DMSO,;75mM;NaCl,;pH6.0! "5nA;to;"10nA! +12nA;to;+100nA! mGlu2;PAM!
LY395756! 5mM;in;75mM;NaCl,;pH8.0! +10;to;+;25nA! "15nA;to;"25nA! Dual;mGlu2;agonist/mGlu3;antagonist!
Xanthurenic;Acid! 5mM;in;75mM;NaCl,;pH8.0! +10;to;+;25nA! "12nA;to;"50nA! Puta_ve;Group;II;mGlu;receptor;agonist!
1%;DMSO! In;75mM;NaCl,;pH6.0! "5nA;to;"10nA! +12nA;to;+100nA! Solvent!
Fluorocitrate! 10Mm,;pH8.5! +10;to;+;25nA! "10nA;to;"40nA! Selec_ve;glial;inhibitor!












1998;" Turner" and" Salt," 2003)." The" results" presented" in" this" thesis" are" in" accordance"with"
these"previous"data"whilst"also"providing"information"regarding"the"relative"contribution"of"
the" two" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" subtypes" to" this" modulation," their" distinct" cellular"
localisations,"and"likely"mechanism"of"endogenous"activation."
"
The" rat" VB" is" well" known" to" contain" only" VB" neurones" of" a" relatively" homogeneous"















PAM," which" possesses" no" intrinsic" agonist" activity" but" does" enhance" responses" to" subE




Finally," the"Group" II"mGlu" receptor"orthosteric"antagonist" LY341495"was"chosen" for" these"
experiments"as"it"has"a"relatively"high"selectivity"with"a"nanomolar"potency"for"the"Group"II"
mGlu" receptors," with" submicromolar" potencies" at" all" other" mGlu" receptor" subtypes"
(Kingston"et"al.,"1998;"Schoepp"et"al.,"1999)."However," the" iontophoretic"parameters"used"






the"mGlu2" PAM"on"VB" neurones"with" vibrissal" receptive" fields" that"were" responsive" to" a"









coEapplied" with" these" agents" in" a" subset" of" the" same" neurones." LY341495" reversed" the"




the"Group" II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"on"neuronal" responses" to" the"condition"test"paradigm"
(LY354740"alone:"24±4%"reduction"in"sensory"inhibition"compared"to"control;"LY354740"plus"
LY341495:" 1±3%" reduction" in" sensory" inhibition" compared" to" control;" n=6" from" 5" rats;"
FIGURE( 7.03B)."On" a" subset" of" the" neurones" upon"which" the" effects" of" the"Group" II"mGlu"
receptor"agonist"alone"were"tested,"coEejection"of"the"mGlu2"PAM"was"found"to"significantly"










alone" or" in" conjunction" with" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist" as" appropriate." Passing"
iontophoretic"current"through"the"DMSO"vehicle"barrel"did"not"significantly"alter"responses"
of" neurones" to" shortEduration" stimuli"when" applied" alone" (99±2%" of" control," n=6" from" 6"
rats;" FIGURE( 7.05)," nor" did" it" significantly" potentiate" the" responses" of" neurones"when" coE






stimulus" during"Group" II"mGlu" receptor" agonist" and/or"mGlu2" PAM"application" had" been"
examined," an" additional" sensory" stimulation" protocol" was" performed." Condition–test"
protocols,"which" reveal"GABAergic" inputs" from" the"TRN" (Salt," 1989)" (see"Methods" section"
6.1.4.1.2),"were" carried" out" under" control" conditions" and" in" the" presence" of" the"Group" II"
mGlu" receptor" agonist" and/or" the"mGlu2"PAM." For" this" population"of"VB"neurones" (n=35"
from" 24" rats)" the" degree" of" sensory" inhibition" observed" under" control" conditions" was"
82±2%."The"properties"of" the"afferentEevoked" inhibition" in" these"data"are"similar" to" those"
that" have" been" previously" presented" (Salt," 1989;" Salt" and" Eaton," 1995a;" Salt" and" Turner,"
1998)." Iontophoretic" ejections" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist" alone" significantly"




in" sensory" inhibition" compared" to" control;" LY354740" plus" LY341495:" 0.5±3%" reduction" in"
sensory" inhibition" compared" to" control," n=6" from"5" rats)" in" a" subpopulation" of" the" same"
neurons"(FIGURE(7.03Bii)."By"contrast," iontophoretic"ejections"of"the"mGlu2"PAM"alone"had"
no" significant" effect" on" the" degree" of" sensory" inhibition" compared" to" control" (1±5%"
reduction" in" sensory" inhibition," n=7" from"5" rats;" FIGURE( 7.02B)." This" result" is" of" particular"
interest," as" although" the" mGlu2" PAM" when" applied" alone" had" no" effect" on" sensory"
inhibition," responses" to" shortEduration" sensory" stimulation" of" the" principal" vibrissa" were"
significantly"potentiated"in"the"same"population"of"neurones"(134±14%"of"control,"n=7"from"




was" found" to" significantly" potentiate" the" agonist" effect" on" sensory" inhibition" when"
compared" to" the" reduction" in" sensory" inhibition" in" the" same"neurones"when" the"Group" II"
mGlu" receptor" agonist" was" applied" alone" (LY354740" alone:" 20±4%" reduction" in" sensory"




through" the" 1%"DMSO" vehicle" barrel" at" the" same" current" as" the"mGlu2" PAM" application"
while" ejecting" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist" on" the" same" neurones" indicated" that"
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the" principal" vibrissa," but" had" no" effect" on" the" degree" of" sensory" inhibition" evoked" by"
preceding" test" stimulation" of" the" principal" vibrissa" with" a" conditioning" stimulation" of" a"
secondary"vibrissa."In"this"protocol,"action"potential"firing"rate"of"the"neurone"was"elevated"
with" a" continuous" iontophoretic" ejection" of"NMDA"while" principal" and" secondary" vibrissa"





the" lateral" and" recurrent" sensory" inhibition" to" a" similar" degree" in" the" same" group" of"
neurones" (Lateral:" 45±9%" reduction" in" inhibition" compared" to" control;" Recurrent" 45±7%"
reduction" in" inhibition" compared" to" control," n=6" from" 3" rats;" FIGURE( 7.07)." In" contrast,"
application"of"the"mGlu2"PAM"significantly"reduced"recurrent"inhibition"(29±5%"reduction"in"













et" al.," 2003;" Piet" et" al.," 2004;"Neale" and" Salt," 2006)," I" thought" it" important" to" investigate"
whether" such" activityEdependent" activation" occurs" in0 vivo" in" response" to" physiological"
stimuli." This" was" done" by" examining" the" effects" of" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" activation" on"
neuronal" responses" to" repetitive" vibrissal" stimulation" using" a" longEduration" stimulus"
directed" at" the" principal" vibrissa." Iontophoretic" ejections" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor"
agonist" alone" significantly" increased" the" responses" of" neurones" to" longEduration" stimuli"
(154±10%"of"control,"n=21"from"15"rats;"FIGURE(7.09A),"as"did"application"of"the"mGlu2"PAM"
alone" (135±5%of" control," n=29" from"20" rats;"Figure(7.10)." CoEejection"of" the"mGlu2"PAM"
along"with"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"significantly"potentiated"the"agonist"effect"on"
neurone" responses" to" longEduration" stimuli"when" compared" to" responses" from" the" same"












7.5(THE( EFFECTS(OF( THE(GROUP( II(MGLU( RECEPTOR( ANTAGONIST( LY341495(ON( SENSORY( RESPONSES( TO(
SHORT?(AND(LONG?DURATION(VIBRISSAL(STIMULATION(
As"the"mGlu2"PAM"was"able"to"potentiate"neuronal"responses"to"both"the"shortE"and"longE














became" commercially" available." As" use" of" the"mGlu2" PAM"was" able" to" reveal" an"mGlu2"
component"to"the"overall"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"effect"on"sensory" inhibition," I" thought" it"
may"be"possible"to"use"the"dual"mGlu2"agonist/mGlu3"antagonist"to"reveal"whether"there"is"
also" an" mGlu3" component." Iontophoretic" ejections" of" the" dual" mGlu2" agonist/mGlu3"
antagonist"significantly"reduced"the"responses"of"neurones"to" longEduration"stimulation"of"
the"principal"vibrissa"(83±3%"compared"to"control,"n=6"from"5"rats;"FIGURE(7.14),"indicating"













7.7( THE( EFFECTS( OF( THE(GROUP( II(MGLU( AGONIST( LY354740,( THE(MGLU2(PAM(LY487379,( AND( THE(
DUAL(MGLU2(AGONIST/MGLU3(ANTAGONIST( LY395756(ON( IONOTROPIC( GLUTAMATE( RECEPTOR(AGONIST(
RESPONSES(
As" it" is" known" that"VB"neurone" responses" to"vibrissal" stimulation"are"mediated"via"AMPA"
and"NMDA"receptors"(Salt,"1986;"1987),"an"experimental"protocol"was"performed"in"order"
to" investigate"whether" the"Group" II"mGlu" receptor" agonist," the"mGlu2"PAM"and" the"dual"
mGlu2"agonist/mGlu3"antagonist" could"exert" their" effects"on"VB"neurone" responses" via" a"
postsynaptic" interaction" with" NMDA" and/or" AMPA" receptors." AMPA" and" NMDA" were"
applied" iontophoretically" to" produce" subEmaximal" excitation" of" VB" neurones" in" a"manner"








During" the" course" of" this" set" of" experiments," it" was" considered" that" the" Group" II" mGlu"
receptor"agonist"might"be"exerting"a"doseEdependent"dual"effect"on"the"responses"of"the"VB"
neurones" to"AMPA"and"NMDA"stimulation."Therefore,"all"VB"neurone" responses" to"AMPA"
and"NMDA"application"during"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"coEapplication"were"correlated"
with" the" number" of" times" that" magnitude" of" response" was" observed." By" looking" at" the"
distribution"of"the"data"points"in"this"way,"it"is"possible"to"determine"whether"the"data"are"
101"!
normally" distributed" around" the" 100%" control" response" mark," thus" indicating" a" single"
population" response" profile," or" whether" the" data" are" distributed" in" two" distinct" groups"
either"side"of"the"100%"control"mark,"thus"indicating"a"dual"population"of"response"profiles."
If" the" latter" of" these" scenarios"were" true," the" dual" population"would" be" concealed" upon"
performing"a"mean"of"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"effect"on"VB"neurone"responses"to"
AMPA" and" NMDA" application," so" it" was" therefore" important" to" visualise" the" data" in" a"
distribution" plot." The" data" were" found" to" be" normally" distributed" around" the" 100%" of"
control"response"mark,"and"although"a"mild"potentiation"is"apparent"(<110%"of"the"control"
response" for" VB" neurone" responses" to" both" AMPA" and" NMDA" application)," this" was"
statistically" insignificant"(FIGURE(7.18)."The"distribution"of"this"data"therefore" indicates"that"




As" described" above," under" normal" conditions" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" are" able" to"
modulate"physiologicallyEevoked" responses" in" the"VB"by" reducing" inhibition" from" the"TRN"
(Salt" and" Eaton," 1995a;" Salt" and" Turner," 1998;" Turner" and" Salt," 2003)" (FIGURE( 7.01A)." As"




Fluorocitrate" is" the" toxic" metabolite" of" the" naturallyEoccurring" nonEtoxic" compound"
102"!
fluoroacetate" (Peters," 1963)," and"would" be" considered" as" an" irreversible" inhibitor" of" glial"
function"in"the"in0vivo"electrophysiology"experiments"conducted"in"this"thesis."Fluorocitrate"
loses"a"fluoride"ion"upon"binding"tightly,"although"not"covalently,"with"the"enzyme"aconitase"
(Villafranca" and" Platus" 1973;" Tecle" and" Casida," 1989;" Clarke," 1991;" Lauble" et" al.," 1996),"
whose" function" is" integral" to" the" generation" of" energy" via" the" Krebs" (citric" acid)" cycle"
(Beinert" et" al.," 1993;" Flint" et" al.," 1996;" Beinert" et" al.," 1996)." Although" it" has" been"
demonstrated"that"aconitase"inhibition"is"reversible"(Villafranca"and"Platus,"1973),"the"time"
scale" within" which" this" recovery" of" function" occurs" (12E24" hours" postEfluorocitrate"









compartment" was" later" identified" as" glial" cells" and" the" large" compartment" as" neurones"
(Balázs"et"al.,"1973;"MartinezEHernandez"et"al.,"1977;"Minchin"and"Beart,"1974;"Sonnewald"
et"al.,"1993;"Hassel"et"al.,"1992)."Several"lines"of"evidence"indicate"that"fluorocitrate"is"able"




to"examine"specific"properties"of"glial" function." Indeed,"whilst" fluorocitrate" is"a"purported"
specific" glioEtoxic" agent," this" specificity" applies" only" to" a" narrow" concentration" range" and"
therefore" must" be" used" with" care" to" ensure" only" glial," and" not" neuronal," toxicity" or" is"
effected"(Fonnum"et"al.,"1997)."
"
Several" calibration" experiments" were" first" performed" with" fluorocitrate" in" order" to"
determine"the"current"ejection"parameters"within"which"fluorocitrate"was"able"to"produce"a"
sustained" effect" on" VB" neurone" responses" to" sensory" stimulation." Fluorocitrate" current"
ejects"<10nA"were"found"to"have"no"effect"on"VB"neurone"responses"to"sensory"stimulation"
(FIGURE(7.19A),"whilst"ejection"currents">40nA"usually"resulted"in"VB"neuronal"responses"to"
become" erratic" and" unstable" (FIGURE( 7.19B)." Therefore," for" each" of" the" experiments"




train" stimulation" of" principal" vibrissae." Specifically," the" maintained" component" of" the"
neuronal" response"profile"was" significantly" reduced" (68±4%"of" control," n=16" from"9" rats),"
whereas"the"initial"component"remained"unaffected"(101±3%"of"control,"n=16"from"9"rats;"
FIGURE( 7.20)." The" maintained" component" of" neuronal" responses" to" vibrissa" stimulation"
comprises" an" NMDAEmediated" contribution" under" normal" physiological" conditions" (Salt,"
1986)."However,"as"neuronal"responses"to"iontophoretic"NMDA"application"were"unaffected"
in" the" presence" of" fluorocitrate" (102±4%" of" control," n=11" from" 5" rats;" FIGURE( 7.20)," this"
104"!
indicates" that" inhibition"of"astrocyte" function"does"not"directly" impact"upon"postEsynaptic"
neuronal"excitability."Indeed,"if"the"fluorocitrate"ejection"current"was"increased"beyond"the"
ejection" current" that" produced" a" selective" effect" on" VB" neurone" responses" to" sensory"
stimulation,"neuronal"responses"to"longEduration"stimulation"of"the"principal"vibrissa"began"
to" increase," which" was" then" followed" by" a" deterioration" of" stable" responses" to" the"




LY487379" were" able" to" significantly" increase" neuronal" responses" to" longEduration"
stimulation"of"principal"vibrissae"under"normal"conditions"(FIGURES( (7.09(&(7.10)."However,"
when"looking"within"the"same"population"of"neurones,"the"mGlu2"PAM"effect"was"abolished"
(LY487379" alone:" 144±10%"of" control;" LY487379" plus" fluorocitrate" 91±5%"of" fluorocitrate"
control;" n=6" from"6" rats;( FIGURE( 7.22),"whereas" the"Group" II"mGlu" receptor" agonist" effect"
remained" (LY354740" alone:" 156±12%" of" control;" LY354740" plus" fluorocitrate" 156±9%" of"
fluorocitrate" control;" n=6" from" 6" rats;" FIGURE( 7.22)" in" the" presence" of" fluorocitrate."
Therefore," the"mGlu2"PAM"effect" requires"normal"astrocytic" function" in"order" to"exert" its"
effects"on"sensory" inhibition" in"the"VB."Furthermore,"this" indicates"that"the"Group"II"mGlu"







Stimulation" of" this" group" of" VB" neurones" (n=22" from" 15" rats)" with" the" alternating" test,"







lateral" inhibition" compared" to" control," n=13" from" 8" rats;" LY354740:" 20±2%" reduction" in"
lateral"inhibition"compared"to"control,"n=14"from"11"rats;"FIGURE(7.23(&(FIGURE(7.26A)."On"the"
same"neurones"upon"which"the"effects"of"either"XA"or"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"
were" tested," the" mGlu2" PAM" LY487379" was" iontophoretically" coEapplied" with" these"
compounds."The"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"effect"on"lateral"inhibition"was"significantly"
potentiated" upon" coEapplication" of" the" mGlu2" PAM" (LY354740" plus" LY487379:" 30±3%"
reduction" in" lateral" inhibition" compared" to" control," n=14" from" 11" rats)," whereas" the" XA"
effect" on" lateral" inhibition" remained" unchanged" (XA" plus" LY487379:" 21±2%" reduction" in"
lateral" inhibition" compared" to" control," n=13" from"8" rats;"FIGURE( 7.23(&( FIGURE( 7.26A)." The"




In" order" to" determine"whether" the" XA" effect"was" indeed"mediated"by" the"Group" II"mGlu"
receptors,"XA"and"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"were"iontophoretically"applied"either"
alone"or"in"conjunction"with"the"selective"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"antagonist"LY341495."The"
Group" II"mGlu"receptor"antagonist"was"able" to"significantly" reverse"the"effects"of"both"XA"
and" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist" on" lateral" inhibition" on" the" same" neurones" (XA"
alone:"20±1%"reduction" in" lateral" inhibition"compared"to"control;"XA"plus"LY341495:"1±1%"
reduction"in"lateral"inhibition"compared"to"control,"n=5"from"4"rats;"LY354740"alone:"24±4%"






and" then" in" conjunction" with" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" antagonist," systemic"
administration" of" XA" (50"mg/kg)" was" also" performed." Systemic" administration" of" XA"was"
able" to" significantly" reduce" lateral" inhibition" compared" to" control" (34±7%" reduction" in"
lateral" inhibition" compared" to" control," n=6" from"6" rats);" an" effect" that" could" be" reversed"
upon" iontophoretic" coEapplication" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" antagonist" (XA" plus"
LY341495:"12±5%"reduction"in"lateral"inhibition"compared"to"control"n=6"from"6"rats)."Once"
Group" II" mGlu" receptor" antagonist" coEapplication" ceased," the" effect" of" systemic" XA" on"
lateral" inhibition"became"evident"again"(27±8%"reduction" in" lateral" inhibition"compared"to"
control,"n=6"from"6"rats)"(FIGURE(7.25(AND(FIGURE(7.26C)." "The"XA"effect"on"lateral" inhibition"
manifested" itself" 4E9" minutes" following" systemic" administration" for" this" population" of"
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neurones," lasting" for" 11E16"minutes." " XA"had"no" statistically" significant" (p<0.05)" effect" on"
EEG"waveforms" (n=6" from"6" rats)," determined"upon"examination"of" the"power" spectrum,"
when" administered" systemically" (FIGURE( 7.27)." Vehicle" control" (saline;" 150mM)" systemic"
administration"had"no"statistically"significant"(p<0.05)"effect"upon"lateral" inhibition"(Saline:"
1%"reduction"in"lateral"inhibition"±1%"compared"to"control,"n=5"from"5"rats;"FIGURE(7.28)"or"




As" VB" neurone" responses" to" vibrissa" stimulation" are" mediated" via" ionotropic" glutamate"
receptors" (Salt," 1986;" 1987;" Salt" and" Eaton," 1989)," XA" was" coEapplied" with" NMDA" to"
ascertain"whether" XA"was" exerting" its" effect" on"VB"neurone" responses" via" a" postsynaptic"












As" XA" appeared" to" modulate" lateral" inhibition" in" the" VB" via" a" Group" II" mGlu" receptor"
dependent" mechanism," we" proceeded" to" investigate" the" action" of" XA" in" inhibiting" FSKE
induced"cAMP"formation.""cAMP"Hunter"CHOEK1"cells"expressing"the"human"mGlu2"receptor"
were"challenged"with"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"LY354740"or"XA,"and"inhibition"of"
FSKEinduced" cAMP" formation" was" assessed." XA" significantly" reduced" FSKEinduced" cAMP"
formation" in" a" concentrationEdependent" manner" (FIGURE( 7.31A( &( TABLE( 7.1)." " This" effect"




antagonist" (FIGURE( 7.31B( AND( TABLE( 7.1B)." In" addition," coEapplication" of" the" mGlu2" PAM"
LY487379" significantly" increased" the" potency" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist" in"
reducing" cAMP" formation," but" had" no" effect" on" the" potency" of" XA" (FIGURE( 7.32)." Taken"
together,"these"results"indicate"that"XA"is"able"to"reduce"FSKEinduced"cAMP"formation"via"a"
signalling" transduction" mechanism" independent" of" mGlu2" receptor" activation." Further"








on"specific"binding"of"1nM"[3H]LY341495"(FIGURE(7.34)." In"contrast,"100µM"of" the"Group" II"





FIGURE(7.01( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic"application"of" the"Group" II"agonist"LY354740"
either" alone" or" coEapplied"with" the"mGlu2" PAM" LY487379"
upon" shortEduration" stimulation" of" the" principal" vibrissa"
and"execution"of"the"conditionEtest"protocol."
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FIGURE(7.02( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic" application" of" the" mGlu2" PAM" LY487379"
upon" shortEduration" stimulation" of" the" principal" vibrissa"
and"execution"of"the"conditionEtest"protocol."
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principal" vibrissa" and" execution" of" the" conditionEtest"
protocol."
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FIGURE(7.04( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"





FIGURE(7.05( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic" application" of" either" the" mGlu2" PAM"




FIGURE(7.06( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic" application" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor"
agonist" LY354740" either" alone" or" coEapplied" with" the" 1%"
DMSO" vehicle" upon" shortEduration" stimulation" of" the"
principal" vibrissa" and" execution" of" the" conditionEtest"
protocol."
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FIGURE(7.07( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"





FIGURE(7.08( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic" application" of" the" mGlu2" PAM" LY487379"
upon" stimulation" of" either" the" principal" or" secondary"
vibrissa" to" evoke" recurrent" and" lateral" inhibition"
respectively."
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FIGURE(7.09( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic" application" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor"
agonist"LY354740"either"alone"or"coEapplied"with"the"mGlu2"
PAM" LY487379" upon" longEduration" stimulation" of" the"
principal"vibrissa."
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FIGURE(7.10( VB" neurone" responses" before," during" and" after"
iontophoretic" application" of" the" mGlu2" PAM" LY487379"
upon"longEduration"stimulation"of"the"principal"vibrissa."
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FIGURE(7.11( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic" application" of" either" the" mGlu2" PAM"




FIGURE(7.12( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic" application" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor"
agonist"LY354740"either"alone"or"coEapplied"with"1%"DMSO"
vehicle" upon" longEduration" stimulation" of" the" principal"
vibrissa."
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FIGURE(7.13( VB" neurone" responses" before," during" and" after"
iontophoretic" application" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor"
antagonist" LY341495" upon" shortE" and" longEduration"
stimulation"of"the"principal"vibrissa."
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FIGURE(7.14( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic"application"of"the"dual"mGlu2"agonist/mGlu3"
antagonist" LY395756" either" alone" or" coEapplied" with" the"
mGlu2" PAM" LY487379" upon" longEduration" stimulation" of"
the"principal"vibrissa."
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FIGURE(7.15( VB" neurone" responses" to" NMDA" and" AMPA" iontophoretic"
application" before," during" and" after" coEapplication" of" the"
Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"LY354740."
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FIGURE(7.16( VB" neurone" responses" to" NMDA" and" AMPA" iontophoretic"
application" before," during" and" after" coEapplication" of" the"
mGlu2"PAM"LY487379."
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FIGURE(7.17( VB" neurone" responses" to" NMDA" and" AMPA" iontophoretic"
application" before," during" and" after" coEapplication" of" the"
dual"mGlu2"agonist/mGlu3"antagonist"LY341495."
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FIGURE(7.18( Distribution" plots" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist"
effect" on" VB" neurone" responses" to" ionotropic" agonist"
application."
133"
FIGURE(7.19( Line" graphs" demonstrating" the" doseEdependency" of" FCT" 134"
113"!
application" on" VB" neuronal" responses" to" longEduration"
stimulation"of"the"principal"vibrissa."
FIGURE(7.20( VB" neurone" responses" to" longEduration" 10Hz" train"
stimulation" of" the" principal" vibrissa" and" NMDA"
iontophoretic" application" before" and" during" application" of"
the"selective"glial"inhibitor"fluorocitrate."
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FIGURE(7.21( VB" neurone" responses" to" longEduration" 10Hz" train"
stimulation" of" the" principal" vibrissa" and" NMDA"
iontophoretic" application" before" and" during" application" of"
the"selective"glial"inhibitor"fluorocitrate."
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FIGURE(7.22( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic" application" of" the"mGlu2" PAM" LY487379" or"
Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist" LY354740" either" alone" or"
coEapplied" with" selective" glial" inhibitor" fluorocitrate" upon"
longEduration"10Hz"stimulation"of"the"principal"vibrissa."
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FIGURE(7.23( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic"application"of"either"XA"or"the"Group"II"mGlu"




FIGURE(7.24( VB" neurone" responses" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic"application"of"either"XA"or"the"Group"II"mGlu"
receptor" agonist" LY354740" alone" or" coEapplied" with" the"
Group" II" mGlu" receptor" antagonist" LY341495" upon"
execution"of"the"conditionEtest"paradigm."
139"
FIGURE(7.25( VB" neurone" responses" before," during" and" following"
systemic" XA" administration" upon" execution" of" the"









FIGURE(7.28( VB" neurone" responses" before" and" during" systemic" saline"




FIGURE(7.30( VB" neurone" responses" to"NMDA" before," during," and" after"
iontophoretic"application"of"XA."
145"
FIGURE(7.31( Effects" of" XA" and" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist"
LY354740"on"FSKEinduced"cAMP"formation."
146"
FIGURE(7.32( DoseEresponse" curves" and" computed" EC50" values" for" the"





FIGURE(7.34( Effects" of" XA" and" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist"
LY354740"in"the"mGlu2"receptor"radioligand"binding"assay."
149"
TABLE(7.1( Summary" table" of" all" the" in0 vivo" electrophysiological" data"
obtained."
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TABLE(7.2( The" effects" of" XA" and" the"Group" II"mGlu" receptor" agonist"
LY354740"on"FSKEinduced"cAMP"formation"alone"and"in"the"





agonist' LY354740' either' alone' or' coGapplied' with' the' mGlu2' PAM' LY487379' upon' shortGdura?on'




s7mula7on! of! the! principal! vibrissa! under! the! same! condi7ons.! Aii.' The! top! three! PSTHs! represent!






mean! responses! of! a! group!of! neurones! (n=22)! to! short5dura7on! s7mula7on!of! the! principal! vibrissa!
under!control! condi7ons,!upon!applica7on!of! the!Group! II!mGlu! receptor!agonist!alone!and!upon!co5
applica7on! of! the! Group! II! mGlu! receptor! agonist! and! the! mGlu2! PAM.! Bii.' The! top! three! PSTHs!
represent! responses! from! a! single! neurone! to! the! condi7on5test! paradigm! under! control! condi7ons,!
during!co5applica7on!of!the!Group!II!mGlu!receptor!agonist!and!the!mGlu2!PAM,!and!during!recovery.!
The! bo@om! histogram! represents! the! mean! reduc7on! in! sensory! inhibi7on! of! a! group! of! neurones!
(n=14)!compared!to!control!to!applica7on!of!the!Group!II!agonist!alone,!or!co5applied!with!the!mGlu2!
PAM!upon! execu7on!of! the! condi7on5test! paradigm.! T! –! 20ms! short5dura7on! test! s7mula7on! to! the!
principal!vibrissa;!C!–!20ms!condi7oning!s7mula7on!to!a!secondary!vibrissa;!Spikes!5!the!total!number!of!
ac7on!poten7als!recorded!per!2ms!bin!over!6!trials;!n/s!–!not!signiﬁcant.!All!PSTHs!are!constructed!using!










































































































































































PAM' LY487379' upon' shortGdura?on' s?mula?on' of' the' principal' vibrissa' and' execu?on' of' the'
condi?onGtest'protocol.'A.! The! top! three!PSTHs! represent! responses! from!a! single!neurone! to! short5
dura7on!s7mula7on!of!the!principal!vibrissa!under!control!condi7ons,!during!applica7on!of!the!mGlu2!
PAM,! and! during! recovery.! The! bo@om! histogram! represents! the! mean! responses! of! a! group! of!
neurones! (n=39)! to! short5dura7on! s7mula7on!of! the! principal! vibrissa! under! the! same! condi7ons.!B.'
The! top! three!PSTHs! represent! responses! from!a!single!neurone!upon!execu7on!of! the!condi7on5test!
paradigm! under! control! condi7ons,! during! applica7on! of! the! mGlu2! PAM,! and! during! recovery.! The!































































































































































































































































single! neurone! to! the! condi7on5test! paradigm! under! control! condi7ons,! during! co5applica7on! of! the!
Group! II!mGlu! receptor!agonist! and! the!Group! II!mGlu! receptor!antagonist,! and!during! recovery.! The!
bo@om!histogram!represents!the!mean!responses!of!a!group!of!neurones!(n=6)!upon!execu7on!of!the!
condi7on5test! paradigm! under! the! same! condi7ons.! T! –! 10ms! short5dura7on! test! s7mula7on! to! the!
principal!vibrissa;!C!–!30ms!condi7oning!s7mula7on!to!a!secondary!vibrissa;!Spikes!5!the!total!number!of!
ac7on!poten7als!recorded!per!2ms!bin!over!6!trials;!n/s!–!not!signiﬁcant.!All!PSTHs!are!constructed!using!






FIGURE' 7.04'VB'neurone' responses'before,' during,' and'a<er' iontophore?c'applica?on'of' the'mGlu2'
PAM'LY487379'either'alone'or'coGapplied'with'the'Group'II'mGlu'receptor'antagonist'LY341495'upon'
shortGdura?on's?mula?on'of'the'principal'vibrissa.'A.!The!top!three!PSTHs!represent!responses!from!a!
single!neurone! to! short5dura7on! s7mula7on!of! the!principal! vibrissa!under! control! condi7ons,!during!





mean! inhibi7ons! of! a! group! of! neurones! (n=7)! to! short5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the! principal! vibrissa!























































































































































































































s7mula7on! of! the! principal! vibrissa! under! the! same! condi7ons.! B.' The! top! three! PSTHs! represent!
responses! from! a! single! neurone! to! short5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the! principal! vibrissa! under! control!
condi7ons,! during! applica7on! of! the! 1%! DMSO! vehicle,! and! during! recovery.! The! bo@om! histogram!
represents! the! mean! inhibi7ons! of! a! group! of! neurones! (n=6)! to! short5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the!
principal!vibrissa!under!the!same!condi7ons.!T!–!20ms!short5dura7on!test!s7mula7on!to!the!principal!












































































































































































mGlu' receptor' agonist' LY354740'either' alone'or' coGapplied'with' the'1%'DMSO'vehicle'upon' shortG
dura?on's?mula?on'of'the'principal'vibrissa'and'execu?on'of'the'condi?onGtest'protocol.'Ai.!The!top!
three!PSTHs! represent! responses! from!a! single!neurone! to! short5dura7on! s7mula7on!of! the!principal!
vibrissa!under!control!condi7ons,!during!applica7on!of!the!Group!II!mGlu!receptor!agonist,!and!during!
recovery.!The!bo@om!histogram!represents!the!mean!responses!of!a!group!of!neurones!(n=10)!to!short5






II! mGlu! receptor! agonist! and! the! 1%! DMSO! vehicle! and! during! recovery.! The! bo@om! histogram!
represents! the! mean! responses! of! a! group! of! neurones! (n=10)! to! short5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the!
principal!vibrissa!under!control!condi7ons,!upon!applica7on!of!the!Group!II!mGlu!receptor!agonist!alone!
and!upon!co5applica7on!of!the!Group!II!mGlu!receptor!agonist!and!the!1%!DMSO!vehicle.!Bii.'The!top!





dura7on! test! s7mula7on! to! the! principal! vibrissa;! C! –! 20ms! condi7oning! s7mula7on! to! a! secondary!
















































































mGlu' receptor' agonist' LY354740' upon' s?mula?on' of' either' the' principal' or' secondary' vibrissa' to'
evoke'recurrent'and'lateral'inhibi?on'respec?vely.'A.!The!top!three!PSTHs!represent!responses!from!a!
single! neurone! during! con7nuous! NMDA! applica7on! (see!Methods! sec7on! 6.1.4.3)! to! short5dura7on!




short5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! a! secondary! vibrissa! under! control! condi7ons,! during! applica7on! of! the!
Group! II! mGlu! receptor! agonist,! and! during! recovery.! The! bo@om! histogram! represents! the! mean!
inhibi7ons!of!a!group!of!neurones!(n=6)!to!short5dura7on!s7mula7on!of!a!secondary!vibrissa!under!the!
same! condi7ons.! T! –! 30ms! short5dura7on! test! s7mula7on! to! the! principal! vibrissa;! C! –! 30ms!
condi7oning!s7mula7on!to!a!secondary!vibrissa;!Spikes!5!the!total!number!of!ac7on!poten7als!recorded!








































































con7nuous! NMDA! applica7on! (see! Methods! sec7on! 6.1.4.3)! to! short5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the!
principal!vibrissa!under!control!condi7ons,!during!applica7on!of!the!mGlu2!PAM,!and!during!recovery.!
The!bo@om!histogram!represents!the!mean!inhibi7ons!of!a!group!of!neurones!(n=6)!to!short5dura7on!





to! the!principal! vibrissa;! C! –! 30ms! condi7oning! s7mula7on! to! a! secondary! vibrissa;! Spikes! 5! the! total!
number!of!ac7on!poten7als! recorded!per!50ms!bin!over!30! trials;!n/s!–!not! signiﬁcant.!All! PSTHs!are!




















































































































neurone! to! long5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the! principal! vibrissa! under! control! condi7ons,! during!
applica7on! of! the! Group! II! mGlu! receptor! agonist,! and! during! recovery.! The! bo@om! histogram!
represents! the! mean! responses! of! a! group! of! neurones! (n=21)! to! long5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the!
principal!vibrissa!under!the!same!condi7ons.!B.'The!top!three!PSTHs!represent!responses!from!a!single!


































































FIGURE' 7.10.'VB'neurone' responses'before,' during'and'a<er' iontophore?c'applica?on'of' the'mGlu2'
PAM'LY487379'upon'longGdura?on's?mula?on'of'the'principal'vibrissa.'The!top!three!PSTHs!represent!
responses! from! a! single! neurone! to! long5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the! principal! vibrissa! under! control!
condi7ons,! during! applica7on! of! the! mGlu2! PAM,! and! during! recovery.! The! bo@om! histogram!







































































































FIGURE' 7.11' VB' neurone' responses' before,' during,' and' a<er' iontophore?c' applica?on' of' either' the'
mGlu2'PAM'LY487379'or'1%'DMSO'vehicle'upon'longGdura?on's?mula?on'of'the'principal'vibrissa.'A.!
The! top! three! PSTHs! represent! responses! from! a! single! neurone! to! long5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the!
principal!vibrissa!under!control!condi7ons,!during!applica7on!of!the!mGlu2!PAM,!and!during!recovery.!
The!bo@om!histogram!represents!the!mean!responses!of!a!group!of!neurones!(n=10)!to! long5dura7on!
s7mula7on! of! the! principal! vibrissa! under! the! same! condi7ons.! B.' The! top! three! PSTHs! represent!
responses! from! a! single! neurone! to! long5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the! principal! vibrissa! under! control!
condi7ons,! during! applica7on! of! the! 1%! DMSO! vehicle,! and! during! recovery.! The! bo@om! histogram!
represents! the! mean! inhibi7ons! of! a! group! of! neurones! (n=10)! to! long5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the!




































































































bo@om! histogram! represents! the! mean! responses! of! a! group! of! neurones! (n=6)! to! long5dura7on!
s7mula7on!of!the!principal!vibrissa!under!the!same!condi7ons.!T!–!1000ms!long5dura7on!s7mula7on!of!
the!principal! vibrissa;! Spikes! 5! the! total! number! of! ac7on!poten7als! recorded!per! 100ms!bin! over! 18!
trials;! n/s! –! not! signiﬁcant.!All! PSTHs! are! constructed!using! responses! from! the! same! cell! (CVB038d).!

































































mGlu' receptor' antagonist' LY341495' upon' shortG' and' longGdura?on' s?mula?on' of' the' principal'
vibrissa.' A.! The! top! three! PSTHs! represent! responses! from! a! single! neurone! to! short5dura7on!
s7mula7on!of! the!principal! vibrissa!under! control! condi7ons,!during!applica7on!of! the!Group! II!mGlu!
receptor!antagonist,! and!during! recovery.! The!bo@om!histogram! represents! the!mean! responses!of! a!
group!of!neurones!(n=12),!displayed!individually!in!the!below!sca@er!plot,!to!short5dura7on!s7mula7on!
of!the!principal!vibrissa!under!the!same!condi7ons.!B.'The!top!three!PSTHs!represent!responses!from!a!
single! neurone! upon! to! long5dura7on! s7mula7on! of! the! principal! vibrissa! under! control! condi7ons,!
during!applica7on!of!the!Group!II!mGlu!receptor!antagonist,!and!during!recovery.!The!bo@om!histogram!
represents!the!mean!inhibi7ons!of!a!group!of!neurones!(n=7),!displayed!individually!in!the!below!sca@er!
plot,! to! the! condi7on5test! paradigm! under! the! same! condi7ons.! T1! –! 30ms! short5dura7on! test!
s7mula7on!to!the!principal!vibrissa;!T2!–!500ms!long5dura7on!test!s7mula7on!to!the!principal!vibrissa;!
Spikes!5!the!total!number!of!ac7on!poten7als!recorded!per!bin!(2ms!bins!in!A,!100ms!bins!in!B)!over!6!
trials;! n/s! –! not! signiﬁcant.! All! PSTHs! are! constructed! using! responses! from! the! same! cell! (CVB085c).!










































































FIGURE' 7.14' VB' neurone' responses' before,' during,' and' a<er' iontophore?c' applica?on' of' the' dual'
mGlu2'agonist/mGlu3'antagonist'LY395756'either'alone'or'coGapplied'with'the'mGlu2'PAM'LY487379'
upon'longGdura?on's?mula?on'of'the'principal'vibrissa.'A.!Time!line!indica7ng!VB!neuronal!responses!




antagonist,! during! a! recovery/control! period,! during! co5applica7on! of! the! dual!mGlu2! agonist/mGlu3!
antagonist!!with!the!mGlu2!PAM,!and!during!recovery.!C.'Histogram!represen7ng!the!mean!responses!of!
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a<er'coGapplica?on'of' the'Group' II'mGlu' receptor'agonist'LY354740.'The! top! three!PSTHs! represent!
responses! from! a! single! neurone! to! NMDA! and! AMPA! iontophore7c! applica7on! under! control!
condi7ons,! during! co5applica7on! of! the! Group! II! mGlu! receptor! agonist,! and! during! recovery.! The!
bo@om!histogram!represents!the!mean!responses!of!a!group!of!neurones!(n=24)!upon!NMDA!and!AMPA!























a<er' coGapplica?on' of' the'mGlu2' PAM' LY487379.' The! top! three! PSTHs! represent! responses! from! a!
single! neurone! to! NMDA! and! AMPA! iontophore7c! applica7on! under! control! condi7ons,! during! co5
applica7on! of! the! mGlu2! PAM,! and! during! recovery.! The! bo@om! histogram! represents! the! mean!



































































































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE' 7.19' Line' graphs' demonstra?ng' the' doseGdependency' of' FCT' applica?on' on' VB' neuronal'
responses' to' longGdura?on' s?mula?on' of' the' principal' vibrissa.' A.' Line! graph! demonstra7ng! that!
applica7on!of!10nA!FCT!has!li@le!eﬀect!on!VB!neuronal!responses!to!long5dura7on!s7mula7on!(1000ms)!
when! applied! for! 10min! (Cell! CVB131a).! B.' Line! graph! demonstra7ng! that! applica7on! of! 50nA! FCT!
results!in!VB!neuronal!responses!to!long5dura7on!s7mula7on!(1000ms)!to!become!erra7c!and!unstable!
when!applied!for!10min!(Cell!CVB130c).!C.'Line!graph!demonstra7ng!that!applica7on!of!20nA!FCT!causes!
a! stable! decrease! in! VB! neuronal! responses! to! long5dura7on! s7mula7on! (1000ms)! when! applied! for!




NMDA' iontophore?c' applica?on' before' and' during' applica?on' of' the' selec?ve' glial' inhibitor'
ﬂuorocitrate.' A.! Raster! displays! and! PSTHs! of! responses! of! a! VB! neurone! to! either! long5dura7on!
(1000ms)!10Hz! train! s7mula7on!of! a! single! vibrissa!or! iontophore7c!NMDA!applica7on!under!normal!
condi7ons!and! in!the!presence!of!ﬂuorocitrate.!B.!Bars!represent!the!mean!%!response!(±SEM)!under!
















































































NMDA' iontophore?c' applica?on' before' and' during' applica?on' of' the' selec?ve' glial' inhibitor'
ﬂuorocitrate.' PSTHs! of! responses! of! a! VB! neurone! to! either! long5dura7on! (1000ms)! 10Hz! train!
s7mula7on!of!a!single!vibrissa!or! iontophore7c!NMDA!applica7on!under!normal!condi7ons!and! in!the!




























































































































10Hz! s7mula7on! of! the! principal! vibrissa! under! control! condi7ons,! during! applica7on! of! the! mGlu2!
















































II!mGlu! receptor! agonist,! and! during! recovery.! The! PSTHs! on! the! right! represent! responses! from! the!
same! neurone! upon! execu7on! of! the! condi7on5test! paradigm! under! control! condi7ons,! during! co5
applica7on!of!the!Group!II!mGlu!receptor!agonist!and!the!mGlu2!PAM,!and!during!recovery.!T!–!10ms!



































the'Group' II'mGlu' receptor' agonist' LY354740' alone' or' coGapplied'with' the'Group' II'mGlu' receptor'










the! principal! vibrissa;! C! –! 30ms! condi7oning! s7mula7on! to! a! secondary! vibrissa;! Spikes! 5! the! total!




























FIGURE' 7.25.' VB' neurone' responses' before,' during' and' following' systemic' XA' administra?on' upon'




antagonist! during! a! period! in!which! XA! is! aﬀec7ng! sensory! inhibi7on! (C),! recovery! from! the!Group! II!
antagonist!applica7on!demonstra7ng!systemic!XA!is!s7ll!aﬀec7ng!sensory!inhibi7on!(D),!and!60!minutes!









































































































































FIGURE'7.26.'Summary'of'XA'and'Group' II'mGlu'receptor'agonist'eﬀects'on'sensory' inhibi?on' in'the'
VB.!A.! The! ﬁrst! two!bars! represent! the!mean! reduc7on! in! sensory! inhibi7on!of! a! group!of! neurones!
compared!to!control!upon!applica7on!of!XA!either!alone!or!in!conjunc7on!with!the!mGlu2!PAM!(n=13)!
upon!execu7on!of!the!condi7on5test!paradigm.!The!second!two!bars!represent!the!mean!reduc7on!in!
sensory! inhibi7on!of!a!group!of!neurones!compared!to!control!upon!applica7on!of! the!Group! II!mGlu!
receptor! agonist! either! alone! or! in! conjunc7on! with! the! mGlu2! PAM! (n=14)! upon! execu7on! of! the!
condi7on5test!paradigm.!B.!The!ﬁrst!two!bars!represents!the!mean!reduc7on!in!sensory!inhibi7on!of!a!
group!of!neurones!compared!to!control!upon!applica7on!of!XA!either!alone!or!in!conjunc7on!with!the!
Group! II!mGlu! receptor!antagonist! (n=11)!upon!execu7on!of! the!condi7on5test!paradigm.!The!second!
two! bars! represent! the! mean! reduc7on! in! sensory! inhibi7on! of! a! group! of! neurones! compared! to!
control!upon!applica7on!of!the!Group!II!mGlu!receptor!agonist!either!alone!or!in!conjunc7on!with!the!
Group! II! mGlu! receptor! antagonist! (n=6)! upon! execu7on! of! the! condi7on5test! paradigm.! C.' This!
histogram! represents! the!mean! reduc7on! in! sensory! inhibi7on! of! a! group! of! neurones! compared! to!
control!upon!systemic!applica7on!of!XA!alone,!during!iontophore7c!co5applica7on!of!the!Group!II!mGlu!
















































































FIGURE'7.28.'VB'neurone' responses'before'and'during' systemic' saline' (150mM'NaCl)' administra?on'
upon'execu?on'of'the'condi?onGtest'paradigm.!The!PSTHs!represent!responses!from!a!single!neurone!
upon! execu7on! of! the! condi7on5test! paradigm! under! control! condi7ons! (A)! and! following! systemic!
administra7on! of! saline! (B).! The! bo@om! histograms! represent! the! mean! responses! of! a! group! of!
neurones! (n=5)!upon!execu7on!of! the!condi7on5test!paradigm!under! the!same!condi7ons.! !T!–!20ms!
short5dura7on! test! s7mula7on! to! the! principal! vibrissa;! C! –! 10ms! condi7oning! s7mula7on! to! a!
secondary!vibrissa;!Spikes!5!the!total!number!of!ac7on!poten7als!recorded!per!2ms!bin!over!6!trials;!n/s!





































































FIGURE' 7.31.' Eﬀects' of' XA' and' the' Group' II'mGlu' receptor' agonist' LY354740' on' FSKGinduced' cAMP'
forma?on.!A.! Ac7on!of! XA! to! inhibit! FSK5induced! cAMP! forma7on,! as! a! percentage!of! the!maximum!
s7mula7on! achieved! by! FSK,! in! the! presence! or! absence! of! the! Group! II! mGlu! receptor! antagonist!
LY341495!(300nM).!Note!that!XA!reduces!cAMP!forma7on!in!a!dose5dependent!manner,!but!this!is!not!
blocked! by! the! antagonist.!B.! Similar! experiment! to! that! shown! in!A,! ! but! using! the! Group! II! mGlu!
receptor!agonist!LY354740.!Note!that!LY341495!antagonised!the!eﬀect!of!LY354740!n/s!–!not!signiﬁcant.!







































































FIGURE'7.32.'DoseGresponse'curves'and'computed'EC50'values' for' the'Group' II'mGu'receptor'agonist'















































































FIGURE' 7.34.' Eﬀects' of' XA' and' the'Group' II'mGlu' receptor' agonist' LY354740' in' the'mGlu2' receptor'
radioligand'binding'assay.!Results!of!binding!experiments!using!![3H]LY341495:!XA!(0.0151mM)!was!not!
able! to! displace! LY341495! binding! whereas! LY354740! (0.1mM)! displaced! binding! completely.! CPM! 5!
















LY354740; ↑; ↑; ↓; ↓; ↓; ";
LY487379; ↑; ↑; ↓; ↓; "; ";
LY341495; ↓; ↓; ;; ;; ;; ;;
DMSO; "; "; "; ;; ;; ;;
LY354740;&;LY487379; ↑; ↑; ↑; ;; ;; ;;
LY354740;&;DMSO; ↑; ↑; ↑; ;; ;; ;;
LY354740;&;LY341495; "; "; "; ;; ;; ;;
LY487379;&;LY341495; "; "; ;; ;; ;; ;;
LY395756; ;; ↓; ;; ;; ;; ;;
LY395756;&;LY487379; ;; ↑; ;; ;; ;; ;;
Fluorocitrate; ;; ↓; ;; ;; ;; ";
LY487379;in;the;presence;
of;Fluorocitrate;
;; "; ;; ;; ;; ;;
LY354740;in;the;presence;
of;Fluorocitrate;
;; ↑; ;; ;; ;; ;;
Iontophore_c;XA; ↑; ;; ↑; ;; ;; ";
Iontophore_c;XA;&;
LY341495;
"; ;; "; ;; ;; ;;
i.v.;XA; ↑; ;; ↑; ;; ;; ;;
i.v.;XA;&;LY341495; "; ;; "; ;; ;; ;;







LY341495,; along;with; conﬁdence; intervals; (CI); for; the; eﬀects; of; each; concentra_on; applied.;B.; Summary; of; the; LY354740; eﬀect; on; FSK"
induced;cAMP; forma_on;alone;and; in; the;presence;of;LY341495,;along;with;conﬁdence; intervals; (CI); for; the;eﬀects;of;each;concentra_on;
applied.;;;
;
[XA]-µM- %-CONTROL-XA-ALONE- %-CONTROL-XA-PLUS-ANTAGONIST- CI-XA-ALONE- CI-XA-PLUS-ANTAGONIST-
0; 100±7; 104±12; 89:110; 80:118;
75; 45±1; 48±4; 44:48; 44:49;
150; 26±2; 27±1; 24:30; 24:29;
300; 12±1; 10±1; 11:13; 10:11;
[LY354740]-µM- %-CONTROL-LY354740-ALONE- %-CONTROL-LY354740-PLUS-ANTAGONIST- CI-LY354740-ALONE- CI-LY354740-PLUS-ANTAGONIST-
0; 100±1; 100±3; 98:101; 95:105;
0.3; 11±1; 105±15; 9:12; 87:136;
1; 6±1; 80±5; 6:7; 65:86;







It" has" been" well" established" that" GABAergic" transmission" from" the" TRN" can" be" reduced"
through"a"specific"activation"of"Group"II"mGlu"receptors,"resulting"in"a"reduction"in"sensoryE
evoked" lateral" inhibition" in" the" VB" (Salt" and" Eaton," 1995a;" b;" Salt" et" al.," 1996;" Salt" and"
Turner,"1998;"Turner"and"Salt,"2003)."The"data"presented"in"this"thesis"clearly"support"this"




Furthermore," I"have" investigated"the"action"of" the"putative"endogenous"selective"Group" II"




It" is" well" understood" that" sensory" processing" in" the" brain" can" be" dramatically" altered" by"
anaesthesia,"as"indicated"by"considerable"differences"between"brain"activities"in"awake"and"
anaesthetised"states"(Chapin"et"al.,"1981;"Shaw"et"al.,"2001;"Wang"et"al.,"2010),"and"also"by"
the" depth" of" anaesthesia" (Edeline" et" al.," 1999;" Freidburg" et" al.," 1999)." The" levels" of"
anaesthesia" in" the" experiments" conducted" in" this" thesis" were" closely" monitored," with"




et" al.," 1999)." However," it" is" important" to" acknowledge" the" advantages" of" using" awake"
animals"for"recording"neural"activity"when"investigating"sensory"coding"mechanisms"in"order"
to" obtain" data" that" precisely" reflects" the" physiological" state." Unfortunately," as" the"
experimental" paradigms" executed" in" this" thesis" required" the" selective" stimulation" of"
individual"vibrissae"in"order"to"reveal"thalamic"circuitry"components,"the"same"experiments"
would" be" difficult" to" conduct" in" headErestained" awake," and" therefore" actively" whisking,"
animals." Therefore," the" data" obtained" in" this" thesis" provides" a" basic" understanding" of"
thalamic" circuitry" function," which" could" be" built" upon" in" further" complementary"
experiments" to" better" understand" the" complex" environment" of" physiological" thalamic"
function"in"awake"animals."
(
8.1( GROUP( II( MGLU( RECEPTOR( ACTIVATION( FACILITATES( RESPONSES( TO( SENSORY( STIMULATION( OF( THE(
PRINCIPAL(VIBRISSA(
A"potentiation"of"VB"neurone"responses"to"sensory"stimulation"of"the"principal"vibrissa"was"




effects" are" not" being" produced" by" application" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist."
Furthermore,"in0vitro"experiments"show"that"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"can"directly"
reduce" TRNEevoked" inhibitory" postsynaptic" potentials" without" affecting" postsynaptic"
membrane" properties" of" VB" neurones" (Turner" and" Salt," 2003)." Thus" the" Group" II" mGlu"
154"!
receptors" are" likely" potentiating" sensory" responses" by" reducing" recurrent" inhibition,"
therefore"enabling"neurones"to"elicit"enhanced"responses."Indeed,"use"of"the"same"sensory"
stimulation" protocol" revealed" a" similar" effect" on" VB" neurone" responses" when" GABAergic"
transmission"originating"from"the"TRN"was"reduced"by"the"GABA"antagonist"bicuculline"(Salt,"
1989)." CoEapplication" of" the"mGlu2" PAM" further" potentiated" the" Group" II"mGlu" receptor"
agonist"effect,"indicating"an"mGlu2"component."As"with"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist,"
the"mGlu2"PAM"had"no"effect"on"responses"evoked"by"NMDA"or"AMPA,"indicating"that"this"
compound" is"not"producing"nonEspecific" effects." " Interestingly," the"percentageEincrease" in"
VB" neurone" response" to" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist" application" either" alone" or" in"
conjunction"with" the"mGlu2" PAM"was" significantly" greater" for" the" longEduration" stimulus"
compared"to"the"shortEduration"stimulus."The"longEduration"stimulus"not"only"provides"the"
VB"neurone"with"a"longer"duration"of"excitatory"input"than"the"shortEduration"stimulus,"but"




A"particularly"novel"and" important"finding" in"this"thesis" is"that"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"
antagonist"was"able"to"reduce"VB"neurone"responses"to"sensory"stimulation"when"applied"
alone,"especially"when"taken"into"account"in"conjunction"with"the"effect"of"the"mGlu2"PAM"
and" the" dual" mGlu2" agonist/mGlu3" antagonist" in" the" same" experimental" paradigm." The"
Group" II" mGlu" receptor" antagonist" effect" in" reducing" VB" neuronal" responses" to" sensory"
stimulation" suggests" that" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" are" normally" activated" in0 vivo" by"
endogenous"ligand"upon"stimulation"of"principal"vibrissae,"with"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"
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antagonist" acting" in" competition" with" this" endogenous" ligand." The" mGlu2" PAM" effect"
supports" this" mechanism" of" endogenous" activation," as" the" PAM" must" be" acting" to"
potentiate" the" effect" of" bound" orthosteric" agonist" as" it" has" no" intrinsic" agonist" activity"




this"endogenous" ligand"at"mGlu3" receptors,"whilst" also" suggesting" that" there" is" an"mGlu3"
component." How" endogenous" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" activation" may" occur," and" its"
physiological"relevance,"are"considered"in"detail"below."
"
8.2(GROUP( II(MGLU( RECEPTOR(ACTIVATION( REDUCES( LATERAL( INHIBITION( IN( THE(VB( EVOKED( BY( SENSORY(
STIMULATION(OF(THE(SECONDARY(VIBRISSA(
A"reduction" in"VB"neurone" lateral" inhibition"evoked"by"stimulation"of"a"secondary"vibrissa"
shortly" before" stimulation" of" the" principal" vibrissa" was" observed" upon" application" of" the"
Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist."This"finding"is"consistent"with"previous" in0vivo"studies"that"
have"used"alternative"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonists"(e.g."(1S,3R)EACPD,"LECCGEl,"(2R,4R)E






8.3( THE(GROUP( II(MGLU( RECEPTORS(MAY( BE( ACTIVATED( BY( ‘GLUTAMATE( SPILLOVER’( FROM( THE( SENSORY(
AFFERENT(SYNAPSE(
As"stated"above"in"section"8.1,"the"effects"of"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"antagonist,"mGlu2"
PAM" and" the" dual" mGlu2" agonist/mGlu3" antagonist" are" all" indicative" of" endogenous"
activation"of" the"Group" II"mGlu" receptors"upon" sensory" stimulation."By" further"examining"
the" effects" of" the" mGlu2" PAM" in" the" conditionEtest" protocol," it" has" been" possible" to"
delineate"the"potential"source"and"identity"of"the"endogenously"released"ligand.""
"
When" stimulation" of" the" principal" vibrissa" was" preceded" by" stimulation" of" a" secondary"
vibrissa," application" of" the" mGlu2" PAM" alone" did" not" alter" the" level" of" inhibition" in" VB."
Although"puzzling" at" first," this" outcome"provides" a"possible" explanation"as" to"how"mGlu2"
receptors"are"activated" in0vivo."As"the"PAM"possesses"no"intrinsic"agonist"activity"(Johnson"
et" al.," 2003)," it" is" possible" to" speculate" that" it" is" potentiating" the"effects"of" endogenously"
released" glutamate," which" could" lead" to" an" increase" in" response" to" principal" vibrissa"
stimulation." Indeed," it" is" the"action"of" this" endogenous"glutamate" that" the"Group" II"mGlu"
receptor"antagonist"and"the"dual"mGlu2"receptor/mGlu3"antagonist"may"be"acting"to"block,"
resulting"in"a"reduction"in"the"response"of"VB"neurones."The"source"of"this"glutamate"may"
be" from" excitatory" afferent" terminals," which" could" be" sensory" or" cortical" in" origin."
Ultrastructural" studies" indicate" that" there" are" no" axoEaxonic" contacts" onto" GABAergic"
terminals," and"cortical"afferent" terminals"are"not" closely"associated"with"TRN" terminals" in"
the" rat" VB" (Ohara" and" Lieberman," 1993)." Therefore," transmission" from" and" receptors"
associated" with" corticothalamic" afferent" terminals" are" unlikely" to" be" involved" in" this"
mechanism."However,"ultrastructural"studies"do"indicate"that"sensory"afferent"terminals"are"
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located" close" to" TRN" afferent" GABAergic" terminals" and" glial" processes" on" the" soma" or"
proximal"dendrites"of"neurones" in"the"rat"VB"(Ralston,"1983;"Ohara"and"Lieberman,"1993)."
Glutamate"may" therefore" be" ‘spilling" over’" from" the" sensory" afferent" synapse" to" activate"
Group"II"mGlu"receptors"localised"on"glial"processes"surrounding"GABAergic"terminals"(Liu"et"
al.," 1998;" Mineff" and" Valtschanoff," 1999)," and/or" mGlu3" receptors" localized" on" TRNE
originating" GABAergic" axons" (Tamaru" et" al.," 2001)," leading" to" a" reduction" in" recurrent"
inhibition"with" consequent" facilitation" of" responses" to" sensory" stimuli." Similar" ‘glutamate"
spillover’" has" been" shown" to" activate" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" in0 vitro" (Alexander" and"
Godwin,"2005;"2006;"Chen"and"Bonham,"2005;"Linden"et"al.,"2005),"making"it"appropriate"to"
speculate" that"Group" II"mGlu" receptors" in" the"VB"may"be"activated"via" this"mechanism" in0
vivo." In" addition," Group" II" mGlu" receptors" have" been" demonstrated" to" regulate" nonE
vesicular"release"of"glutamate"from"glial"cells"via"the"cysteineEglutamate"transporter"in"other"
brain" regions" (Xi" et" al.," 2002;"Moran" et" al.," 2003;" Baker" et" al.," 2008)." Such" locations" are"







secondary" vibrissa" (Pinault" and" Deschênes," 1998;" Crabtree," 1999)" (FIGURE( 2.3)." This"
postsynaptic"inhibition"precedes"the"principal"vibrissa"excitation;"therefore"the"subsequent"









that"mGlu2" receptors"may"be"activated"by" ‘glutamate"spillover’" from"the"sensory"afferent"
synapse"upon"sensory"stimulation."If"such"a"mechanism"does"occur,"then"application"of"the"
mGlu2"PAM"should"only"influence"inhibition"if"there"is"direct"driving"of"the"VB"neurone"by"its"
principal" vibrissa" (and" therefore" glutamate" release" from" the" sensory" afferent" synapse)." In"
contrast," if" inhibition" is"generated" in" the"absence"of"excitatory"activity"by"stimulation"of"a"
secondary"vibrissa,"then"the"mGlu2"PAM"should"be"ineffective."There"is"normally"little"or"no"
spontaneous" activity" of" VB" neurones" under" the" recording" conditions," and" thus" I" applied"
NMDA"to"evoke"neuronal"activity,"making"it"possible"to"observe"inhibition"on"a"background"
of"NMDAEevoked" excitation."Upon" coEapplication" of" the"mGlu2" PAM"during" this" protocol,"
the" level" of" recurrent" inhibition" upon" stimulation" of" the" principal" vibrissa" was" reduced,"
whereas" lateral" inhibition" remained" unchanged" upon" stimulation" of" a" secondary" vibrissa."
Therefore,"principal"vibrissa"stimulation"is"required"in"order"for"mGlu2"receptors"to"reduce"
inhibition" in" the" VB" evoked" by" sensory" stimulation," indicating" that" a" local" release" of"




8.4(ASTROCYTIC(MGLU2(RECEPTORS(MODULATE( SYNAPTIC( TRANSMISSION(AT( THE(TRN?VB( SYNAPSE( VIA( A(
PRESYNAPTIC(MECHANISM((
Fluorocitrate" has" been" established" as" a" useful" tool" to" examine" specific" properties" of" glial"
function" due" to" its" specific" inhibition" of" this" cell" type" (Fonnum" et" al.," 1997)" (see" Results"
section"7.8)."As"the"mGlu2"PAM"effect"on"sensoryEevoked"recurrent"inhibition"in"the"VB"was"
attenuated"upon"application"of"fluorocitrate,"I"have"been"able"to"infer"that"mGlu2"receptors"
are" able" to" modulate" the" function" of" the" TRNEVB" synapse" via" a" mechanism" involving"
astrocytic"activation."Indeed,"ultrastructural"studies"have"indicated"that"mGlu2"receptors"are"
located" on" glial" processes" surrounding" TRN" terminals" in" the" rodent" VB" (Liu" et" al.," 1998;"
Mineff" and" Valtschanoff," 1999)." In" addition," I" am" also" able" to" suggest" that" astrocytic"
activation"leads"to"a"mechanism"that"is"likely"facilitating"disinhibition"of"the"postsynaptic"VB"
neurone" via" action" at" the" presynaptic" TRN" bouton" to" increase" the" responsivity" of" the" VB"
neurone" to" sensory" stimulation," as" opposed" to" providing" a" direct" postsynaptic" excitatory"
innervation." I" have"been"able" to"delineate" this"by"drawing" together" results" from"different"
experimental" paradigms." Firstly," neither" fluorocitrate" nor" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor"
agonist"and"mGlu2"PAM"perturb"VB"neuronal" responses" to"NMDA"when" iontophoretically"
applied," indicating" that" neither" normal" astrocytic" function" nor" Group" II/mGlu2" receptor"
activation"directly"impinge"upon"the"postsynaptic"excitability"of"the"VB"neurone."The"latter"
of" these" results" also" provides" evidence" against" the" involvement" of" somatodendritically"
expressed"mGlu2"receptors;"a"population"of"receptors"for"which"there"is"growing"evidence"
that"indicates"they"have"profound"effects"upon"neuronal"function"(Watanabe"et"al.,"2003)."
Furthermore," it" has" been" demonstrated" that" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" activation" reduces"
inhibitory"postsynaptic"potentials"evoked"in"VB"neurones"upon"stimulation"of"the"TRN"in"an"
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in0 vitro" thalamic" slice" preparation" (Turner" and" Salt," 2003)." Taken" together," these" results"
indicate" that" astrocytic" mGlu2" receptors" act" to" modulate" sensoryEevoked" recurrent"
inhibition" in" the" VB" via" a"mechanism" independent" of" a" direct" effect" on" the" postsynaptic"
neurone," and" is" therefore" likely" a" presynaptic" mechanism" acting" to" reduce" inhibitory"
synaptic"transmission"from"the"TRN"to"the"VB."Such"a"mechanism"could"involve"the"release"
of" gliotransmitters," which" have" been" demonstrated" to"modulate" synaptic" transmission" in"
other"brain"regions"(Guthrie"et"al.,"1999;"Fellin"et"al.,"2004;"Panatier"et"al.,"2006)."Indeed,"VB"
astrocytes"have"been"demonstrated"to"acts"as" independent"sources"of"glutamate" (Parri"et"
al.," 2001;" Parri" and" Crunelli," 2001)," although" it" is" important" to" note" that" a" postEsynaptic"
NMDAEmediated"activation"of"VB"neurones"by"VB"astrocytes"was"observed,"which"suggests"








ratio" images" were" acquired" during" application" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist"
LY354740"either" alone"or" in" conjunction"with" the"application"of" the"mGlu2" receptor"PAM"
LY487379." Astrocytic" intracellular" calcium" levels" were" monitored" and" the" Group" II" mGlu"
receptor" agonist" was" found" to" significantly" elevate" astrocytic" intracellular" calcium" levels,"
which"were" further" potentiated" upon" coapplication" of" the"mGlu2" PAM."As" an" increase" in"
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astrocytic" intracellular"calcium" levels,"which" is" indicative"of"astrocytic"activation" (Porter"et"
al.," 1996;" Grosche" et" al.," 1999;" D’Ascenzo" et" al.," 2007;" Parri" et" al.," 2010," can" lead" to" the"
release"of"gliotransmitters"(Guthrie"et"al.,"1999;"Fellin"et"al.,"2004;"Panatier"et"al.,"2000),"this"
data"provides"further"evidence" in"addition"to"the"work"conducted" in"this"thesis"to"support"
that" astrocytic" mGlu2" receptors" may" modulate" the" function" of" the" TRNEVB" synapse" via"
induction"of"gliotransmitter"release."
"
In"addition,"as" the"mGlu2"PAM"possesses"no" intrinsic"agonist"activity,"acting" to"potentiate"
activity" of" bound" orthosteric" agonist" (Johnson" et" al.," 2003)," this"mechanism" likely" occurs"
upon"physiological"sensory"stimulation"via"endogenous"activation"of"mGlu2"receptors."The"
source" of" this" endogenous" glutamate," as" previously" discussed," may" be" from" ‘" glutamate"
spillover’" from" the" sensory" afferent" terminals" activating"mGlu2" receptors" localised"on" the"
glial"processes"(Liu"et"al.,"1998;"Minefff"and"Valtschanoff"1999),"which"are"colocalised"with"
TRN"terminals"on"the"soma"and/or"proximal"dendrites"of"VB"neurones"(Ralston"1983;"Ohara"
and" Lieberman" 1993)." Indeed," it" has" been" demonstrated" that" VB" astrocytes" respond" to"
lemniscal"afferent"stimulation"with"an"elevation"in" intracellular"calcium"(Parri"et"al.,"2010),"
and" this" could"be"occurring"via"endogenous"activation"of"astrocytic"mGlu2" receptors." This"








the" in0 vivo" preparation" used" here." In" this" scenario," GABAA" antagonists" would" block" all"
inhibitory"innervation"to"the"VB"from"the"TRN,"and"theoretically,"if"the"proposed"presynaptic"
mechanism"of" action"were" true," I"would" expect" the"mGlu2" PAM" to" have" no" effect" under"
these"conditions,"as"there"would"be"no"GABAergic"innervation"to"alleviate."Alternatively,"if"a"
postsynaptic" mechanism" of" action," whereby"mGlu2" receptor" activation" would" lead" to" an"
increase"in"postsynaptic"VB"neurone"excitability"were"true,"I"would"expect"to"see"a"further"
increase" in"VB"neurone" responses"upon"application"of" the"mGlu2"PAM."This"experimental"
paradigm"was"used"by"Binns"et"al.,"(2003),"and"application"of"the"GABAA"antagonist"SR95531"
induced"an"184±16%"increase"in"VB"neurone"responses"to"sensory"stimulation."As"there"was"
such" a" huge" increase" in" the" responsiveness" of" the" VB" neurone," application" of" the"mGlu2"
PAM"may"not"be" able" to" further"potentiate" responses" if" it"were" acting" via" a"postsynaptic"
mechanism." In" this" scenario," a" ‘false" negative’" result" may" occur," which" would" provide"






the" mGlu2" PAM" effect" on" sensoryEevoked" recurrent" inhibition" in" the" VB," there" was" a"
surviving"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist"effect."This"provides"support"for"an"mGlu3"receptor"




via" a" reduction" in" inhibition" arising" from" the" TRN" (Turner" et" al.," 2003)." " In" addition," as"
discussed"above,"these"mGlu3"receptors"are"also"likely"activated"by"endogenous"‘glutamate"
spillover’" from" the" sensory" afferentEVB" synapse," as" the" dual" mGlu2" agonist/mGlu3"
antagonist"elicited"a"reduction"in"VB"neuronal"responses"to"vibrissal"stimulations,"therefore"
likely" acting" as" an"antagonist" at"mGlu3" receptors" competing"with"orthosteric" endogenous"
ligand."
"
It" is" of" importance" to" note" that" there" is" also" evidence" from" ultrastructural" studies" that"
indicate"both"mGlu2"and"mGlu3"receptors"are" localised"on"glial"processes"surrounding"the"
TRNEVB"synapse"(Liu"et"al.,"1998;"Mineff"and"Valtsachanoff,"1999),"a"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"
distribution" that" is" also" reflected" in" the" rodent" LGN" (Jeffrey" et" al.," 1996)." " The" data"
presented" in" this" thesis" supports" these"anatomical" findings" in" the"observation" that"mGlu2"
receptors" are" able" to" modulate" sensoryEevoked" inhibition" in" the" VB" via" a" mechanism"





Whilst" the" rodent"VB" lacks" inhibitory" interneurones" (Ralston,"1983;"Barbaresi"et"al.,"1986;"
Harris" and" Hendrickson," 1987;" Ohara" and" Lieberman," 1993)," their" presence" has" been"
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anatomically" confirmed" in"other" rodent" thalamic"nuclei," such"as" the" LGN,"and" in" thalamic"
nuclei" of" higherEorder" species" such" as" the" cat" and" nonEhuman" primate" (Sherman" and"
Guillery" 2001;" Jones," 2008)." It" is" therefore" important" to" consider"whether" Group" II"mGlu"
receptors"are"localised"on"interneurones"in"these"thalamic"neuclei,"and"the"resultant"effects"
that"their"activation"may"have"on"thalamic"circuitry"function."Ultrastructural"examination"of"
Group" II" mGlu" receptor" distribution" in" the" LGN" has" detected" the" presence" of" these"
receptors,"and"have"localised"them"to"astrocytic"processes"in"this"nucleus;"however,"there"is"






XA"application"was"able" to" significantly" reduce"sensoryEevoked" lateral" inhibition" in" the" rat"
VB"when"applied"either"iontophoretically"or"systemically"via"i.v."injection,"with"systemic"XA"




achieved" iontophoretically." The" possibility" that" XA" affected" the" overall" function" of" the"
thalamocortical" network" seems" less" likely" as" XA" did" not" alter" the" EEG" when" given"
systemically." " "Gobaille"et"al.," (2008)"were"able" to" find" increased"XA" in"a"number"of"brain"
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regions"following"i.p."XA"injection,"leading"them"to"postulate"that"XA"is"a"potential"signalling"






and" Turner," 1998)," and" also" the" work" conducted" in" this" thesis," have" shown" that"
iontophoretic" application" of" Group" II"mGlu" receptor" agonists" (LY354740," [1S,3R]EACPD," LE
CCGEI," [2R,4R]EAPDC)" can" " reduce" inhibition"originating" from" the"TRN."The"action"of"XA" in"
modulating" lateral" inhibition" in" the" rat"VB" therefore" concords"with" that" of"Group" II"mGlu"
receptor"activation."
"
Application"of"XA,"both" iontophoretically"and" i.v.,"appears" to"produce"specific"agonism"for"
the" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" as" coEapplication" of" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" antagonist"
completely" reversed" the"XA"effect"on" lateral" inhibition." Indeed," the" iontophoretic"ejection"
parameters" used" for" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" antagonist" in" this" study" have" been"
previously" demonstrated" by" ourselves" to" produce" selective" antagonism" for" the" Group" II"
mGlu" receptors" (Cirone" and" Salt," 2001)." Furthermore," although" VB" neurone" responses" to"
sensory"stimulation"are"mediated"by"ionotropic"glutamate"receptors"(Salt,"1986;"1987;"Salt"
and"Eaton,"1989),"excitatory"responses"to"NMDA"were"not"perturbed"upon"XA"application,"
thus" it" is"unlikely" that"XA" is"exerting" its"effects"on"sensory" transmission"via"a"postsynaptic"
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mechanism."The"most" likely" interpretation"of"our" in0vivo"data" is"that"XA"is"reducing" lateral"
inhibition" in"the"VB"via"a"specific"activation"of" the"Group" II"mGlu"receptors."However," it" is"
important"to"note"that"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"antagonist"when"applied"alone"is"able"to"
reduce"responses"to"sensory"stimulation"(Results"section"7.5)."This"apparent"reversal"of"the"







To" further" test" the" possibility" that" XA" modulates" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" activity," I"
conducted" a" series" of" in0 vitro0 assays." Initially," I" investigated" performing" functional" assays"
with"the"FLIPR"platform;"however,"fluorescence"artefacts"produced"by"XA"hampered"these"
efforts."I"therefore"utilised"cAMP"and"radioligand"binding"assays."""Although"XA"was"found"to"
not" bind" to" the"mGlu2" receptor" orthosteric" binding" site," XA" did" significantly" reduce" FSKE
induced" cAMP" formation," although" the" XA" EC50" value" was" within" the" micromolar" range"
(66µM),"which"is"markedly"different"to"that"reported"by"Fazio"et"al.,"(2012a)"(200nM)."The"
mGlu2" receptor" signal" transduction" pathway," coupled" to" Gi/o," ultimately" results" in" a"
reduction"in"cAMP"formation"(Conn"and"Pin,"1997)"so"it" is"therefore"logical"to"hypothesise"
that"XA"exerts"its"effects"through"mGlu2"receptor"activation."However,"coEapplication"of"the"




to" the" activation"of" two"distinct" yet"opposing"mechanisms"of" action." Therefore," XA" is" not"
acting"as"a"conventional"mGlu2"receptor"orthosteric"agonist"in"these"assays;"however,"given"
that" XA" was" not" potentiated" by" the" mGlu2" PAM" in" the" in0 vivo" electrophysiology"
experiments," this" raises" the" possibility" that" XA" either" has" a" modulatory" effect" on"
intracellular" signal" transduction"mechanisms" independent" of" the"mGlu2" receptor," or" that"
the" pharmacology" of" XA" at" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" is" context" specific," as" has" been"
described" for" a" negative" allosteric" modulator" of" the" mGlu7" receptor" (Niswender" et" al.,"
2010)." Interestingly," another" kynurenine"metabolite," cinnabarinic" acid," an" analogue" of" XA"
and" reportedly" an" mGlu4" receptor" selective" partial" agonist," is" also" able" to" reduce" cAMP"
formation"independently"of"mGlu4"receptor"activation"(Fazio"et"al.,"2012b)."""
"
At"this"point" it" is" important"to"highlight"that"neither"mGlu3Eexpressing"DiscoveRx"cells"nor"
mGlu3Eexpressing"membranes"were" available" for" the" cAMP" or" radioligand" binding" assays"
during"my" placement" at"Merck" Research" Laboratories" (PA," USA)." Furthermore," there"was"








of"neurones" in" the" in0 vivo" electrophysiology"experiments," this" could"be" interpreted"as"XA"
acting"as" a" selective"mGlu3" ligand."However," XA"was"able" to" robustly" reduce"FSKEinduced"






recent" identification"of" an" allosteric" binding" site" in" the" less" highly" conserved"7ETM" region"













of" yet" unknown" whether" an" orthosteric" antagonist" can" block" the" actions" of" allosteric"
agonists"at"the"mGlu"receptors"(Doumazane"et"al.,"2013)."Alternatively,"it"is"possible"that"XA"
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may"be"able" to" reduce"FSKEinduced"cAMP"formation"via"a"mechanism" independent"of" the"
Group" II"mGlu" receptors," thus"mimicking" the" action"of"Group" II"mGlu" receptor" activation."
Finally," it" is" possible" that" XA"may"be" activating" the"Group" II"mGlu" receptors" indirectly" via"
increasing" nonEvesicular" glutamate" release" by" modulating" the" function" of" the" cysteineE
glutamate"transporters"located"on"glial"cells"(Xi"et"al.,"2002;"Moran"et"al.,"2003;"Baker"et"al.,"
2008)."UltraEstructural"studies"indicate"that"glial"processes"surround"TRN"afferent"GABAergic"
terminals" in" the" rat"VB" (Ralston," 1983;"Ohara" and" Lieberman," 1993)," so" it" is" possible" that"
Group"II"mGlu"receptors"located"on"these"TRN"terminals"(Tamaru"et"al.,"2001),"or"on"the"glial"
cells"themselves"(Liu"et"al.,"1998;"Mineff"and"Valtschanoff,"1999),"could"be"activated"by"this"
nonEvesicular" glutamate" release" to" alleviate" lateral" inhibition." This" could" account" for"why"
the"Group" II"mGlu" receptor" antagonist"was" able" to"block" the"effects" of" XA" in0 vivo," as" the"
antagonist"would" be" blocking" the" action" of" endogenous" glutamate,"whereas" the" circuitry"
required"for"this"mechanism"of"action"is"not"maintained"in"the" in0vitro"preparations,"which"




In" addition" to" the" reports" that" XA"may" be" an" endogenous"Group" II"mGlu" receptor" ligand"
(Fazio"et"al.,"2012a),"XA"has"also"been"reported"to"be"a"VGLUT"inhibitor"(Bartlett"et"al.,"1998;"
Carrigan"et"al.,"2002)."In"light"of"this,"additional"experiments"using"an" in0vitro"hippocampal"
slice" preparation" were" conducted" (Neale" et" al.," 2013)." In" summary," field" excitatory"
postsynaptic" potentials" (fEPSPs)" were" recorded" from" the" dentate" gyrus" (DG)" and" CA1"
regions" of" mouse" hippocampal" slices" in0 vitro." In" the" DG," addition" of" XA" to" the" bathing"
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medium" resulted" in" a" doseErelated" reduction" of" fEPSP" amplitudes," as" did" the" VGLUT"
inhibitors"Congo"Red"(Ahmed"et"al.,"2011)"and"Rose"Bengal" (Pietrancosta"et"al.,"2010)"and"
the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist" LY354740." The" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" antagonist"
LY341495" reversed" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" agonist" effect," but" not" the" XA" effect."
Furthermore,"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptor"agonist,"but"not"XA,"was"able"to"reduce"DG"pairedE
pulse"depression."Interestingly,"in"the"CA1"region,"in"addition"to"the"depression"of"synaptic"
transmission," alterations" in" the" fEPSP" waveform" consistent" with" increases" in" excitability"
were" observed." This" effect" concurs" with" previous" reports" that" XA"may" be" proconvulsant"
(Lapin,"1978a;"b),"and"that"XA"was"able"to"reduce"lateral"inhibition"in"the"VB"in0vivo."These"
results" provide" further" evidence" that" XA" can" modulate" synaptic" transmission," but" with"




It" has" been" previously" demonstrated" that" the" Group" II" mGlu" receptors" (mGlu2/3)" can"










likely" activated" upon" physiological" sensory" stimulation." This" may" be" occurring" upon"
endogenous" ‘glutamate" spillover’" from" the" synapses" formed" between" excitatory" sensory"
afferents"and"VB"neurones"following"physiological"sensory"stimulation,"and"this"can"lead"to"a"
reduction" in" sensoryEevoked" inhibition" arising" from" the" TRN." I" propose" that" this" potential"
Group"II"mGlu"receptor"modulation"of"inhibition"could"play"an"important"role"in"discerning"
relevant" information" from" background" activity" upon" physiological" sensory" stimulation:" a"
novel"mechanism"that"could"be"of"importance"in"attention"and"cognitive"processes,"whose"
malfunction"could"result"in"maladaption"of"sensory"perception,"such"as"that"which"can"occur"
in" psychiatric" disease." Indeed," upon" the" extension" of" this" hyposthesis" to" consider"
widespread" inhibitions" that" are" thought" to" occur"within" the" TRN"upon" intraneuronal" TRN"
communication," enhancement" of" attentional" mechanisms" upon" Group" II" mGlu" receptor"
activation"may" become" even"more" pertinent:" upon" activation" of" a" TRN"neurone," both" its"
target" VB" neurone" will" undergo" an" inhibition," as" will" its" surrounding" TRN" neurones." This"
would" result" in"a" reduction" in" responsivity"of" the" target"VB"neurone" to" repeated"stimulus"
presentation,"with"a"concomitant"increase"in"the"responsivity"of"surrounding"VB"neurones."
This" later" component" would" manifest," as" any" tonic" inhibition" of" these" suorrounding" VB"
neurones"by"their"own"corresponding"TRN"neurones"will"have"been"alleviated,"as" the"TRN"
neurones" themselves" will" have" undergone" an" inhibition" as" a" result" of" intraETRN"
communication." Therefore,"when" considering" the" involvement"of" the"wider" TRN"network,"
Group" II" mGlu" receptor" modulction" of" inhibition" may" therefore" become" even" more"
important" in" enabling" relevant" sensory" information" to" be" discerned" from" background"
activity.""
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I"was" also" able" to" provide" evidence" that"mGlu2" receptors" are" likely" located" on" astrocytic"
processes" surrounding" the" VBETRN" synapse," and" are" able" to" mediate" an" astrocytic"
mechanism"of"action"that"reduces"inhibitory"synaptic"transmission"from"the"TRN"to"the"VB."
To"the"best"of"my"knowledge"this"provides"the"first"evidence"that"mGlu2"receptors"are"able"
to" activate" astrocytes," and" of" the" involvement" of" astrocytes" in" the" modulation" of"
heterosynaptic" transmission."As"VB"astrocytes"are"able" to" respond" to" synaptic" stimulation"




Selective" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" compounds" that" exploit" this" novel" mechanism" of"




modulate" neuronal" function" in" multiple" brain" regions." XA" can" therefore" join" the" list" of"
naturally" occurring" kynurenines," such" as" quinolinic" acid" and" kynurenic" acid" (Stone," 1993),"
which" are" able" modulate" synaptic" transmission." However," the" precise" mechanism(s)" of"
action" by" which" XA" is" able" to" exert" these" effects" is" unknown," but" may" occur" via" either"





The"mediodorsal" nucleus," a" higherEorder" thalamic" nucleus"which" relays" information" from"
the"amygdala"to"the"prefrontal"cortex"and"limbic"system,"has"been"heavily"implicated"in"the"
pathophysiology" of" schizophrenia" (AleluEPaz" and" GimenezEAmaya," 2008)." As" the" results"
presented" in" this" thesis" have" thoroughly" examined" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" function" in" a"
sensory"thalamic"nucleus,"I"am"now"conducting"experiments"in"the"mediodorsal"nucleus"to"
discern" any" differences" in" Group" II" mGlu" receptor" function" between" sensory" and" limbicE
related"nuclei,"which"seems"possible"given"the"nonEuniform"distribution"of"these"receptors"
(Gu"et"al.,"2008)." Indeed,"mGlu2"receptor" immunostaining" is" found"heavily" in" fibres" in" the"
parts" of" the" TRN" which" are" associated" with" limbic" circuits," rather" than" sensory" circuits"
(Lourenço" Neto" et" al.," 2000;" Gu" et" al.," 2008)," with" mGlu3" receptor" mRNA" is" heavily"
expressed"in"the"TRN,"but"more"so"in"sectors"associated"with"sensory"functions"(Ohishi"et"al.,"
1998b)."Such"findings"suggest"that"the"roles"of"the"Group"II"mGlu"receptors"may"vary"in"the"
different" sections" of" the" thalamus." A" consequence" of" this"would" be" that" pharmacological"
alteration" of" mGlu2" and" mGlu3" receptor" function" with" a" subtypeEselective" agonist" or"
antagonist" may" be" able" to" selectively" affect" the" function" of" restricted" thalamoEcorticoE
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FIGURE 8.1 Summary diagram of findings in this thesis regarding Group 










astrocy*c& process& in& this& diagram& is& therefore& accompanied& by& a& ques*on&mark,& indica*ng& that& further&
veriﬁca*on&is&required.&Ac*va*on&of&astrocy*c&mGlu2&receptors&likely&facilitates&eleva*ons&in&intracellular&
calcium& levels& (indicated& by& a& green& plus),& which& may& lead& to& gliotransmission& and& modula*on& of& the&
func*on& of& the& TRN@VB& synapse,& whilst& neronal& mGlu3& receptor& ac*va*on& is& thought& to& decrease&
GABAergic&transmission&(indicated&by&the&red&minus&signs).&Both&of&the&Group&II&mGlu&receptor&subtypes&
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